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NATURE OF THE CASE 

The Illinois Biometric Information Privacy Act (“BIPA” or the “Act”) provides a 

right of action to “any person aggrieved by a violation of [the] Act.”  740 ILCS 14/20.  

Answering certified questions, the Second District Appellate Court concluded that an 

individual “must allege some actual harm” to be “a ‘person aggrieved’” by a BIPA 

violation.  Rosenbach v. Six Flags Entm’t Corp., 2017 IL App (2d) 170317, ¶ 1.  The 

Second District emphasized that, “for any of [BIPA’s] remedies to come into play,” the 

plaintiff must allege some “injury or adverse effect.”  Id. ¶ 28.  This Court should affirm. 

BIPA affords a cause of action only to an individual who is “aggrieved.”  The 

word “aggrieved” means “adversely affected” or “harmed.”  Consistent with the ordinary 

meaning of the term, the General Assembly and courts have consistently defined 

“aggrieved” to require an actual injury, and thus an alleged statutory violation is 

insufficient to invoke the private right of action if the plaintiff does not allege that the 

violation injured him.  If the legislature had intended to permit uninjured individuals to 

sue for BIPA violations, it could have authorized suits by any “person” or any 

“customer.”  Instead, it limited BIPA’s right of action to “aggrieved” individuals. 

This straightforward interpretation of the term “aggrieved” is further supported by 

the statutory language as a whole.  The Act creates a private right of action for 

individuals “aggrieved by a violation” of its provisions.  The fact (or allegation) of a 

violation is therefore insufficient to invoke the right of action; instead, the plaintiff must 

also plead and ultimately prove that he was aggrieved by that violation.  Permitting the 

violation itself to suffice as establishing that the plaintiff was “aggrieved” would render 

that statutory term superfluous.  And if the General Assembly did not intend to impose 
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any limitations on the right of action beyond the alleged violation, it could simply have 

stated that any entity collecting biometric data would be liable for a “violation.”  The 

General Assembly’s decision to require any plaintiff to have been “aggrieved,” and 

further to have been “aggrieved by a violation” of the Act, thus confirms that the private 

right of action is available only where the plaintiff has been injured by a BIPA violation. 

Because the text of the Act is clear, this Court need not resort to legislative intent 

to interpret it.  Yet the history and purpose of BIPA confirm that the Act requires actual 

injury as a predicate for invoking the private right of action. 

The Act was prompted by concerns about the dissemination of biometric data 

following the bankruptcy of a company that had collected the data.  The General 

Assembly acknowledged in legislative findings its concern that Illinoisans might be 

deterred from engaging in biometric-facilitated transactions given the risk of improper 

dissemination.  Yet the General Assembly recognized the potential importance of 

biometric technology in facilitating financial transactions and security screening, and 

sought to promote that technology.  Thus, BIPA strikes a balance between the desire to 

encourage the use of biometric technology and the need to provide appropriate 

protections against its improper dissemination:  The Act protects consumers’ data while 

allowing parties to determine for themselves how that data may be used. 

 The Court should affirm.   

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES  

The circuit court certified the following two questions to the Second District 

under Illinois Supreme Court Rule 308:   
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1.  Whether an individual is an aggrieved person under §20 of the Illinois 

Biometric Information Privacy Act, 740 ILCS 14/20, and may seek statutory liquidated 

damages authorized under §20(1) of the Act when the only injury he alleges is a violation 

of §15(b) of the Act by a private entity who collected his biometric identifiers and/or 

biometric information without providing him the required disclosures and obtaining his 

written consent as required by §15(b) of the Act. 

2.  Whether an individual is an aggrieved person under §20 of the Illinois 

Biometric Information Privacy Act, 740 ILCS 14/20, and may seek injunctive relief 

authorized under §20(4) of the Act, when the only injury he alleges is a violation of 

§15(b) of the Act by a private entity who collected his biometric identifiers and/or 

biometric information without providing him the required disclosures and obtaining his 

written consent as required by §15(b) of the Act. 

FACTS AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY  

A. Statutory Background  

 Enacted in 2008, BIPA provides standards of conduct governing private entities’ 

collection and possession of biometric identifiers and biometric information.  740 ILCS 

14/15.  The General Assembly noted that “[t]he use of biometrics is growing in the 

business and security screening sectors and appears to promise streamlined financial 

transactions and security screenings.”  740 ILCS 14/5(a).  At the same time, however, the 

legislature was concerned that “once [an individual’s biometric data is] compromised, the 

individual has no recourse, is at heightened risk for identity theft, and is likely to 

withdraw from biometric-facilitated transactions,” 740 ILCS 14/5(c); it acknowledged 

that “many members of the public are deterred from partaking in biometric identifier-
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facilitated transactions” as a result, 740 ILCS 14/5(e).  The General Assembly thus 

sought to promote the use of biometric data, and reduce this deterrent effect, “by 

regulating the collection, use, safeguarding, handling, storage, retention, and destruction 

of biometric identifiers and information.”  740 ILCS 14/5(g). 

The Act defines a “biometric identifier” as “a retina or iris scan, fingerprint, 

voiceprint, or scan of hand or face geometry.”  740 ILCS 14/10.  “‘Biometric 

information’ means any information . . . based on an individual’s biometric identifier 

used to identify an individual.”  Id.   

 BIPA requires private entities to develop a written policy, made available to the 

public, establishing a retention schedule and guidelines for destruction of biometric data.  

740 ILCS 14/15(a).  It also requires private entities who collect or purchase biometric 

data to (1) inform consumers that the data is being collected or stored; (2) inform 

consumers of the purpose and length of the collection and storage; and (3) obtain written 

consent to collect the data.  740 ILCS 14/15(b).  It expressly prohibits private entities 

from selling the data and forbids disclosure of the data without consent or other 

authorization.  740 ILCS 14/15(c)–(d).  BIPA also requires “using the reasonable 

standard of care within the private entity’s industry” to store and protect the data.  740 

ILCS 14/15(e). 

 BIPA creates a right of action for individuals who have been “aggrieved” by a 

violation of the Act’s requirements.  The Act provides:  “Any person aggrieved by a 

violation of this Act shall have a right of action in a State circuit court or as a 

supplemental claim in federal district court against an offending party.”  740 ILCS 14/20 
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(emphasis added).  While BIPA has a definitions section, it does not contain a definition 

of “aggrieved” or “person aggrieved.”  See 740 ILCS 14/10.   

If an individual is “aggrieved by a violation” of BIPA and successfully brings suit 

under the Act, then the individual may recover for each violation: 

(1) against a private entity that negligently violates a provision of this Act, 
liquidated damages of $1,000 or actual damages, whichever is greater; 
 
(2) against a private entity that intentionally or recklessly violates a provision of 
this Act, liquidated damages of $5,000 or actual damages, whichever is greater; 
 
(3) reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs, including expert witness fees and other 
litigation expenses; and 
 
(4) other relief, including an injunction, as the State or federal court may deem 
appropriate. 

 
740 ILCS 14/20. 

B. Plaintiff’s Allegations  

In preparation for a visit to Six Flags Great America in Gurnee, Illinois, in 2014, 

Plaintiff purchased a season pass for her teenage son Alexander.  C009 ¶¶ 20–22.  When 

Plaintiff purchased her son’s pass online, the website pages that she accessed included a 

description of Six Flags’ “Biometric Season Passes.”  C008 ¶ 17.  Upon arrival at the 

park, Alexander went to the security checkpoint and “was asked to scan his thumb” on 

Six Flags’ fingerscan system, which he did.  C009 ¶ 23.1  He then obtained a season pass 

card to be used in conjunction with his fingerscan to gain access to the park.  Id. ¶ 24. 

In 2016, Plaintiff filed a class action lawsuit against Six Flags Entertainment 

Corporation, and later filed an Amended Complaint (the “Complaint”) to add Great 

                                                 
1 A fingerscan is not a fingerprint.  Rather, the scan converts an image of a finger into 
unique numerical templates, which contain no identifying information.  C497. 
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America LLC as a defendant.  Plaintiff alleges that defendants (collectively, “Six Flags”) 

collected and stored her son’s biometric data in violation of BIPA.  C015 ¶ 49.  

Specifically, Plaintiff alleges that Six Flags did not make a written retention policy 

publicly available; did not inform Plaintiff or her son in writing that biometric 

information was being collected or stored or the purpose and length of term for which 

biometric information was being collected, stored, and used; and did not obtain written 

consent from Plaintiff or her son.  C009–C010 ¶¶ 26–30; C015–C016 ¶¶ 51, 53–54. 

Plaintiff raises these allegations on behalf of her son and a putative class, and defines the 

class to include “[a]ll persons fingerprinted at the Great America theme park in Gurnee, 

IL.”  C012 ¶ 39.  

As relevant here, the Complaint seeks damages and injunctive relief under BIPA.  

C014–C018 ¶¶ 45–69.  With respect to damages, Plaintiff alleges that she and the 

putative class “are entitled to the maximum applicable statutory or actual damages 

provided under BIPA.”  C016 ¶ 56.   

Plaintiff does not allege, however, that her son was deceived when Six Flags 

collected his fingerscan or that he did not understand that a fingerscan was being 

collected.  She does not allege that Six Flags’ website failed to disclose that it used 

biometric season passes.  She does not allege that a data breach occurred at Six Flags.  

She does not allege that her son’s fingerscan was sold or leased to a third party.  Nor does 

she allege that her son’s fingerscan was in any way mishandled, or that she or her son 

suffered any physical, pecuniary, emotional, or mental injury from his finger being 

scanned.  Indeed, she does not allege that she or her son suffered any adverse 
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consequence whatsoever.  She alleges only that, had she known of the fingerscan, “she 

never would have purchased a season pass for her son.”  C016 ¶ 57.   

C. Six Flags’ Motion To Dismiss And Certified Questions 

Six Flags filed a motion to dismiss the Complaint.  Six Flags argued that, under 

BIPA, any right of action is limited to a “person aggrieved,” which excludes Plaintiff, 

who failed to allege that she was injured by Six Flags’ conduct.  The circuit court denied 

the motion, but later certified two questions for interlocutory appeal.  Both questions ask 

whether an individual is “an aggrieved person,” and therefore entitled to proceed under 

BIPA, “when the only injury he alleges is a violation of . . . the Act by a private entity 

who collected his . . . biometric information without providing him the required 

disclosures and obtaining his written consent.”  C002.  The first question asks whether 

such an individual may seek liquidated damages, and the second asks whether such an 

individual may seek injunctive relief.  Id.     

D. The Second District’s Unanimous Opinion 

In a unanimous opinion, the Second District answered both questions in the 

negative, holding that a “person aggrieved” by a violation of the Act “must allege some 

actual harm.”  Rosenbach, 2017 IL App (2d) 170317, ¶ 1.  Observing that the Act does 

not define the word “aggrieved,” the Second District “look[ed] to the dictionary to 

ascertain the plain and ordinary meaning of the term.”  Id. ¶ 20.  Black’s Law Dictionary 

defines “aggrieved party” as “[a] party entitled to a remedy; esp., a party whose personal, 

pecuniary, or property rights have been adversely affected by another person’s actions or 

by a court’s decree or judgment.”  Black’s Law Dictionary (10th ed. 2014) (emphasis 

added).  Similarly, “aggrieved” is defined as “having legal rights that are adversely 
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affected; having been harmed by an infringement of legal rights.”  Id. (emphases added).  

Although Plaintiff cited these definitions in support of her reading of the Act, arguing 

that her son’s right to privacy is a “personal right” or a “legal right” that has been 

“adversely affected,” the Second District observed that even Plaintiff’s construction 

suggests “that there must be an actual injury, adverse effect, or harm in order for the 

person to be ‘aggrieved.’”  Rosenbach, 2017 IL App (2d) 170317, ¶ 20.    

The Second District further reasoned that, “if the Illinois legislature intended to 

allow for a private cause of action for every technical violation of the Act, it could have 

omitted the word ‘aggrieved’ and stated that every violation was actionable.”  Rosenbach, 

2017 IL App (2d) 170317, ¶ 23.  In other words, “[a] determination that a technical 

violation of the statute is actionable would render the word ‘aggrieved’ superfluous.”  Id.  

The Second District therefore concluded that “a plaintiff who alleges only a technical 

violation of the statute without alleging some injury or adverse effect is not an aggrieved 

person” under BIPA.  Id.     

The Second District’s decision precludes a BIPA plaintiff who alleges no injury 

from seeking either liquidated damages or injunctive relief.  “In order for any of [BIPA’s] 

remedies to come into play,” the Second District explained, a plaintiff must be a “person 

aggrieved.”  Id. ¶ 28.  “If a person alleges only a technical violation of the Act without 

alleging any injury or adverse effect, then he or she is not aggrieved and may not recover 

under any of [BIPA’s remedy provisions].”  Id.   

To be sure, the Second District cautioned that “the injury or adverse effect need 

not be pecuniary.”  Id.  But “Plaintiff did not allege in her complaint any harm or injury 
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to a privacy right” or any other non-pecuniary harm.  Id. ¶ 20 n.1.  Accordingly, she may 

not recover under BIPA.  Id. ¶ 28.      

E. Petition For Leave To Appeal  

Plaintiff petitioned for leave to appeal under Rule 315, and the Court allowed her 

petition on May 30, 2018.  After Plaintiff filed her opening brief on July 5, 2018, Six 

Flags requested and received a 30-day extension (to September 10, 2018) to file its 

answering brief.    

STANDARD OF REVIEW  

The Court’s review of an interlocutory appeal under Rule 308 is generally limited 

to the questions certified by the trial court.  See De Bouse v. Bayer, 235 Ill. 2d 544, 550 

(2009).  Because certified questions must be questions of law rather than fact, they are 

reviewed de novo.  See id.; see also Barbara’s Sales, Inc. v. Intel Corp., 227 Ill. 2d 45, 

57–58 (2007). 

ARGUMENT  

I. Only A Person Who Suffers Actual Harm May Recover Under BIPA 

The plain language of BIPA limits the right of action created by the Act to “[a]ny 

person aggrieved by a violation of [the] Act.”  740 ILCS 14/20.  Under settled principles 

of statutory interpretation, confirmed by the General Assembly’s other enactments and 

the relevant caselaw, this requirement means that an individual must have suffered an 

actual injury from the alleged statutory violation in order to sue.  A violation of the 

statute, without more, does not support the right of action. 
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A. BIPA’s Plain Language Limits A Right Of Action To Persons 
“Aggrieved By A Violation” Of The Act 

BIPA’s plain language limits the right of action to “[a]ny person aggrieved by a 

violation of [the] Act,” and therefore limits liquidated damages and injunctive relief to 

such persons.  740 ILCS 14/20.  Thus, a plaintiff who has not been “aggrieved by a 

violation” of the statute has no claim for relief under the Act. 

1. The Plain And Ordinary Meaning Of “Aggrieved” Requires 
An Actual Injury Or Adverse Effect 

As the Second District noted, “[t]he certified questions revolve around whether a 

party is ‘aggrieved’” when the complaint alleges only “a violation of [BIPA’s] notice and 

consent requirements.”  Rosenbach, 2017 IL App (2d) 170317, ¶ 18.  The court below 

correctly determined that, “[i]f a person alleges only a technical violation of the Act 

without alleging any injury or adverse effect, then he or she is not aggrieved.”  Id. ¶ 28. 

In interpreting BIPA, this Court should give the “statutory language” its “plain 

and ordinary meaning.”  Evanston Ins. Co. v. Riseborough, 2014 IL 114271, ¶ 15.  And, 

because BIPA does not “specifically defin[e]” the term aggrieved, “it is entirely 

appropriate” for the court to “look to the dictionary to ascertain the plain and ordinary 

meaning of the term.”  People v. Chapman, 2012 IL 111896, ¶ 24; see also Rosenbach, 

2017 IL App (2d) 170317, ¶ 20. 

In the legal context, “aggrieved” means “having legal rights that are adversely 

affected”—that is, “having been harmed by an infringement of legal rights.”  Black’s 

Law Dictionary 80 (10th ed. 2014) (emphases added).  An “aggrieved party,” similarly, 

refers to a “party entitled to a remedy; esp., a party whose personal, pecuniary, or 

property rights have been adversely affected by another person’s actions or by a court’s 
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decree or judgment.”  Id. at 1297 (emphasis added).  As these definitions demonstrate, an 

individual must be “adversely affected”—that is, “harmed”—by the alleged violation of 

his or her legal rights in order to be “aggrieved.”  See Rosenbach, 2017 IL App (2d) 

170317, ¶ 20 (“there must be an actual injury, adverse effect, or harm in order for the 

person to be ‘aggrieved’”). 

In addition to the Second District, federal courts have turned to Black’s Law 

Dictionary in construing the word “aggrieved,” and concluded that violation of a 

statutory provision, without more, would not constitute an “advers[e]” effect or “injury,” 

and thus would not result in an individual being “aggrieved.”  McCollough v. Smarte 

Carte, Inc., No. 16 C 03777, 2016 WL 4077108, at *4 (N.D. Ill. Aug. 1, 2016) 

(interpreting BIPA, consistent with Black’s definition, to require pleading of “an injury or 

adverse effect”); see also Vigil v. Take-Two Interactive Software, Inc., 235 F. Supp. 3d 

499, 520 (S.D.N.Y. 2017) (“The court’s analysis in McCollough is persuasive.”), vacated 

in part on other grounds sub nom. Santana v. Take-Two Interactive Software, Inc., 717 F. 

App’x 12 (2d Cir. 2017).  These courts correctly determined that “an injury or adverse 

effect” is necessary for an individual to be “aggrieved” by an alleged statutory violation.  

As the Wisconsin Supreme Court has recognized, the terms “aggrieved” and “injured” 

are “nearly synonymous” and “interchangeable.”  Liebovich v. Minn. Ins. Co., 2008 WI 

75, ¶ 37; see also Avudria v. McGlone Mortg. Co., 2011 WI App 95, ¶ 25 (“‘aggrieve’ 

means ‘to inflict injury upon’” (citations omitted)).  

Plaintiff protests that Black’s Law Dictionary is not an “ordinary dictionary,” 

Br. 35, but this Court has repeatedly relied on Black’s to discern the “ordinary and 
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popularly understood meanin[g]” of words, People v. Cardamone, 232 Ill. 2d 504, 513 

(2009); see also, e.g., People v. Hari, 218 Ill. 2d 275, 292 (2006); People v. Woodrum, 

223 Ill. 2d 286, 309–10 (2006).  Indeed, according to Westlaw, this Court has cited 

Black’s Law Dictionary more than 350 times.  It is hardly surprising that the Court would 

consult a law dictionary to interpret the legislature’s choice of words in enacting a law.  

In any event, the definition provided by Black’s is confirmed by consulting an 

“ordinary dictionary,” as Plaintiff invites this Court to do.  Webster’s New International 

Dictionary, for example, defines “aggrieved” as “1. troubled or distressed in spirit[;] 2a. 

showing grief, injury, or offense[;]” and “2b. having a grievance, specif: suffering from 

an infringement or denial of legal rights.”  Webster’s New International Dictionary 41 

(3d ed. 1981).  Webster’s definition of “aggrieve,” and the example usage it provides, 

confirm the term’s focus on injury: “to inflict injury upon: OPPRESS, WRONG <provisions 

should be made for recourse to the courts by parties who may be aggrieved by such 

orders—S.T. Powell>.”  Earlier this year, the New Jersey Supreme Court cited Webster’s 

definition (as well as Black’s) in concluding that an “‘aggrieved consumer’ is a consumer 

who has been harmed by a violation of [a New Jersey statute].”  Spade v. Select Comfort 

Corp., 181 A.3d 969, 980 (N.J. 2018). 

Similarly, the Oxford English Dictionary defines “aggrieved” by reference to an 

injury: “[i]njured or wronged in one’s rights, relations, or position” or “injuriously 

affected by the action of any one.”  1 The Compact Edition of the Oxford English 

Dictionary 182 (1984).  And the dictionary defines the phrase “[t]o be aggrieved,” which 

appears in the definition of “aggrieve,” as “to be injuriously affected.”  Id. 
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By contrast, Plaintiff offers (Br. 35) the following definition of “aggrieved”: 

“deprived of legal rights or claims.”  The Random House College Dictionary 26 (Jess 

Stein et al. eds., 1st ed. 1984) (second definition).  Plaintiff also cites Dictionary.com, 

which provides a definition identical to the one in The Random House College 

Dictionary.  As an initial matter, neither Plaintiff nor her son satisfy this definition.  The 

only “right” created by BIPA is the “right of action” provided in Section 20; indeed, that 

is the only place that the Act uses the term “right.”  Section 15, in contrast, does not 

create a right but rather imposes legal obligations on “private entit[ies]” that collect 

biometric data, 740 ILCS 14/15.  “Statutes that focus on the person regulated rather than 

the individuals protected create ‘no implication of an intent to confer rights on a 

particular class of persons.’”  Alexander v. Sandoval, 532 U.S. 275, 289 (2001) (quoting 

California v. Sierra Club, 451 U. S. 287, 294 (1981)).   

Further, the Random House definition does not state that an individual would be 

“aggrieved” if he or she did not suffer any injury, and the first definition in Random 

House (“wronged, offended, or injured”) demonstrates otherwise.  See The Random 

House College Dictionary, supra, at 26.  The dictionary also lists “abused, harmed, 

wounded” as synonyms for “aggrieved.”  Id.  And the term “aggrieve” is defined as “to 

oppress or wrong grievously; injure by injustice.”  Id.  These definitions make clear that 

“aggrieved” connotes an injury, and that the definition cited by Plaintiff does not mean 

that an alleged statutory violation suffices for an individual to be aggrieved unless that 

violation causes injury to the individual.  The “ordinary” definition of the word thus 
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undermines Plaintiff’s argument and confirms Black’s definition of “aggrieved” as 

requiring an element of actual harm.2 

The plain and ordinary meaning of “aggrieved” in BIPA is further confirmed by 

the General Assembly’s definition of that term in other statutes, which consistently 

require some injury beyond a statutory violation for a party to be aggrieved.  See Hartney 

Fuel Oil Co. v. Hamer, 2013 IL 115130, ¶ 25 (“a court may consider similar and related 

enactments” to “further constru[e] . . . a statute”).  Under the Illinois Human Rights Act, 

for example, “‘[a]ggrieved party’ means a person who is alleged or proved to have been 

injured by a civil rights violation or believes he or she will be injured by a civil rights 

violation under Article 3 that is about to occur.”  775 ILCS 5/1–103(B) (emphases 

added).  The “civil rights violation” alone does not make the target of that violation 

“aggrieved” unless the violation results (or will result) in an “injur[y].”  Similarly, the 

Soil and Water Conservation District Act provides that “‘aggrieved party’ means any 

person whose property, resources, interest or responsibility is being injured or impeded in 

value or utility or any other manner by the adverse effects of sediment caused by soil 

erosion.”  70 ILCS 405/3.20 (emphasis added).  The “soil erosion” alone does not make 

any individual “aggrieved,” even if the erosion occurs because of a statutory or regulatory 

violation, unless the individual’s interests have been “injured or impeded.”  Similarly 

here, an individual is not “aggrieved” simply because a violation of BIPA has occurred 

                                                 
2 Six Flags has compiled the relevant excerpts from the dictionaries cited above into an 
addendum for the Court.  See A001–A014.  
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with respect to that individual’s biometric data; instead, the individual is “aggrieved” 

only if the BIPA violation results in an injury to that individual. 

In stark contrast, when the General Assembly intends to permit a plaintiff to sue 

based on any violation of the statute—regardless of whether he has suffered an injury—it 

omits any requirement that an individual be “aggrieved” by the statutory violation and 

thus makes clear that the private right of action sweeps more broadly.  In the Illinois 

Cable and Video Customer Protection Law, for example, the General Assembly provided 

that “[a]ny customer, the Attorney General, or a local unit of government may pursue 

alleged violations of this Act by the cable or video provider in a court of competent 

jurisdiction.”  220 ILCS 5/22-501(r)(4) (emphasis added).3  The customer need not be 

“aggrieved” by an alleged statutory violation in order to pursue a lawsuit against a cable 

or video provider.  In BIPA, however, the General Assembly chose to limit the universe 

of potential plaintiffs by requiring that they be “aggrieved” by a biometric-data violation. 

                                                 
3 Federal privacy statutes use similar language to confer a right to sue absent any injury 
beyond the statutory violation itself.  See, e.g., 12 U.S.C. § 3417 (Right to Financial 
Privacy Act) (“Any agency or department of the United States or financial institution 
obtaining or disclosing financial records or information contained therein in violation of 
this chapter is liable to the customer to whom such records relate . . . .” (emphasis 
added)); 15 U.S.C. § 1640 (Truth in Lending Act) (“[A]ny creditor who fails to comply 
with any requirement imposed under this part . . . with respect to any person is liable to 
such person . . . .” (emphasis added)); id. § 1681n(a) (Fair Credit Reporting Act) (“Any 
person who willfully fails to comply with any requirement imposed under this subchapter 
with respect to any consumer is liable to that consumer . . . .” (emphasis added)); id. 
§ 1692k (Fair Debt Collection Practices Act) (“[A]ny debt collector who fails to comply 
with any provision of this subchapter with respect to any person is liable to such person 
. . . .” (emphasis added)); id. § 1693m (Electronic Fund Transfers Act) (“[A]ny person 
who fails to comply with any provision of this subchapter with respect to any consumer 
. . . is liable to such consumer . . . .” (emphasis added)). 
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Curiously, although Six Flags repeatedly cited these statutes in its briefing below, 

see Appellants’ Br. 13, Appellants’ Reply Br. 9, Plaintiff does not address them in her 

brief before this Court.  Instead, she relies on the Uniform Commercial Code (810 ILCS 

5/2A–402(c)) and the Mortgage Act (765 ILCS 905/4), which Plaintiff says create a 

“right to a legal remedy” that is “completely independent of whether the ‘aggrieved 

party’ has . . . suffered any adverse effect other than the violation of rights.”  Br. 38.  This 

is incorrect, as the Second District recognized.  See Rosenbach, 2017 IL App (2d) 170317 

¶¶ 24–25.   

The UCC provides that an “aggrieved party” may suspend its performance under 

a lease contract if the other party “repudiates [the] lease contract with respect to a 

performance not yet due under the lease contract, the loss of which performance will 

substantially impair the value of the lease contract.”  810 ILCS 5/2A–402.  This provision 

plainly does require an injury:  It “unambiguously identifies a concrete harm, i.e., the 

diminished value of the lease contract.”  Rosenbach, 2017 IL App (2d) 170317, ¶ 24.  

The “aggrieved party” is not “aggrieved” simply because of the other party’s repudiation, 

but rather because the “loss of [the] performance” subject to the repudiation “will 

substantially impair the value of the lease contract.”  810 ILCS 5/2A–402 (emphasis 

added).   

The Mortgage Act provides that a mortgagee of real property must release the 

mortgage and record that release upon receiving full payment of the amount owed by the 

mortgagor, see 765 ILCS 905/4, and allows a “party aggrieved” by a violation of the 

release-and-recording requirements to recover $200 in a civil action, 765 ILCS 905/2.  
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Here, too, an injury is implicit in the cause of action:  The owner of the real property 

subject to the mortgage necessarily suffers an injury beyond the mere fact of a release-

and-recording violation if its mortgagee refuses to execute and record the release:  The 

owner’s “rights in the land are impaired by the Mortgage, and its ability to sell the 

property is hindered by the mortgage recording on file.”  In re Gluth Bros. Constr., Inc., 

451 B.R. 447, 452 (Bankr. N.D. Ill. 2011).  Because “[t]he failure to release and record 

creates a tangible harm, i.e., a cloud on title,” Rosenbach, 2017 IL App (2d) 170317 ¶ 25, 

the Mortgage Act provides for recovery only for an individual who has actually suffered 

an injury caused by the statutory violation. 

Thus, under both of these statutes, as in the examples discussed above, the only 

individuals who are “aggrieved”—and thus permitted to invoke statutory remedies—are 

those who have suffered “some injury or adverse effect,” not merely a “technical 

violation of the statute.”  Rosenbach, 2017 IL App (2d) 170317, ¶ 23.  That is consistent 

with the plain and ordinary meaning of the term “aggrieved,” and it further demonstrates 

that “a person [who] alleges only a technical violation of [BIPA] without alleging any 

injury or adverse effect . . . is not aggrieved and may not recover under any of the 

provisions in section 20.”  Id. ¶ 28. 

2. Requiring An Injury Avoids Rendering Superfluous The 
Statutory Phrase “Person Aggrieved By A Violation” 

The most natural reading of the words “person aggrieved by a violation of [the] 

Act” is that they are a limitation on the universe of people who may sue under BIPA.  If 

the General Assembly had wanted to craft a more expansive right to sue, it could have 

authorized “any customer” or “any person” to bring suit.  It did not.  Instead, the 
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legislature granted the right to sue only to individuals “aggrieved” by a violation of the 

Act.  740 ILCS 14/20.  Under Plaintiff’s reading of the Act, however, any noncompliance 

with the statutory requirements is sufficient to support a lawsuit by the individual whose 

biometric data is involved, and thus the term “aggrieved” has no independent function in 

the statute.  “[A]n interpretation that renders any part of that statute superfluous,” 

 however, “must be avoided.”  North v. Hinkle, 295 Ill. App. 3d 84, 89 (2d Dist. 1998). 

It is similarly significant that the General Assembly qualified the term 

“aggrieved” with “by a violation.”  If any violation of the Act’s requirements could 

support a lawsuit, then it would be unnecessary to specify that only persons aggrieved by 

that violation could sue.  Instead, the legislature could simply have stated that a data 

collector would be liable for a violation.  In this respect, Plaintiff’s interpretation renders 

“aggrieved” superfluous, and thus “must be avoided.”  North, 295 Ill. App. 3d at 89; see 

also Spade, 181 A.3d at 979.       

Plaintiff contends that the only function of the phrase “aggrieved by a violation” 

is to “permit persons whose rights have been violated—and no others—to sue.”  Br. 31.  

In other words, Plaintiff maintains that the phrase precludes interested strangers from 

filing suit.  But interested strangers would lack standing to sue under BIPA even if the 

General Assembly had omitted the word “aggrieved.”  See Maglio v. Advocate Health & 

Hosps. Corp., 2015 IL App (2d) 140782, ¶ 22 (“[s]tanding requires some injury-in-fact 

. . . [that] must be . . . distinct and palpable”).  “[I]n enacting a statute,” the General 

Assembly is “presumed” to have “acted in light of the provisions of the Constitution and 

intended to enact a statute not inconsistent with the Constitution.”  Gill v. Miller, 94 Ill. 
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2d 52, 56 (1983).  In this case, the General Assembly must be presumed to have known 

the constitutional limits on its authority, including its authority to create private rights of 

action, and to have drafted BIPA with these limits in mind.  If the legislature wanted to 

reinforce Illinois’s standing requirement through limiting language in the statute, it could 

have limited BIPA’s right of action to “customers” or “consumers.”  Instead, it chose to 

use the word “aggrieved,” which—as explained above—requires some showing of injury 

or harm.  The General Assembly’s decision to limit the private right of action to “persons 

aggrieved by a violation”—in contrast to statutory rights of action that omit such a 

requirement, see supra at 15—therefore imposes an injury requirement that goes beyond 

the minimum requirements for standing. 

Plaintiff attempts to counter the Second District’s superfluidity reasoning by 

advancing a superfluidity argument of its own:  The “liquidated damages provision would 

seem unnecessary and inappropriate if the General Assembly intended to bar actions that 

alleged no adverse effect other than the violation of” the Act.  Br. 25.  Yet the liquidated 

damages provision is applicable only if the plaintiff proves that the defendant acted with 

a particular state of mind: “negligently,” 740 ILCS 14/20(1), or “intentionally or 

recklessly,” 740 ILCS 14/20(2).  The remaining provisions of Section 20 do not contain a 

similar limitation, and thus attorneys’ fees and costs, injunctive relief, and “other relief” 

are available without such a showing.  740 ILCS 14/20(3)–(4).  The effect of the 

liquidated damages provision is therefore to ensure that culpable misconduct is subject to 

a damages award and the additional deterrence that comes with such an award, even if the 

plaintiff cannot prove the precise amount of his injury.  Requiring an actual injury to 
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invoke the private right of action in the first instance, as the statutory language demands, 

does not render the liquidated damages provision superfluous given this deterrence effect.  

B. The Relevant Caselaw Confirms That An “Aggrieved” Person Must 
Have Sustained An Actual Injury 

The caselaw interpreting BIPA and analogous statutes confirms the plain and 

ordinary meaning of “aggrieved”:  A would-be plaintiff must have suffered an actual 

injury beyond the mere fact of a statutory violation in order to bring suit. 

1. In McCollough, the plaintiff alleged that the defendant had violated BIPA 

by retaining her fingerprint without written consent.  2016 WL 4077108, at *1.  The 

Northern District of Illinois dismissed the complaint, however, because the plaintiff 

“fail[ed] to allege sufficient facts to show that she [had] statutory standing as a person 

‘aggrieved by a violation’ of BIPA.”  Id. at *4 (emphasis omitted).  “[B]y limiting the 

right to sue to persons aggrieved by a violation of the act,” the district court reasoned, 

“the Illinois legislature intended to include only persons having suffered an injury from a 

violation as ‘aggrieved.’”  Id.  The Southern District of New York adopted the same 

reasoning when applying Illinois law in Vigil, 235 F. Supp. 3d at 520. 

Plaintiff attempts to distinguish these decisions by claiming that they were 

“primarily concerned with federal courts’ limited subject matter jurisdiction.”  Br. 34.  

That argument is foreclosed by the decisions themselves, which make clear that the 

courts were addressing the “aggrieved” requirement on its own terms.  In McCollough, 

the district court emphasized that “statutory standing as a person ‘aggrieved by a 

violation’ of BIPA” was an independent barrier to the lawsuit—“[i]n addition to [the 

plaintiff’s] lacking constitutional standing.”  2016 WL 4077108, at *4.  Similarly, in 
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Vigil, the district court reasoned that, “under Illinois law, ‘aggrieved’ means that a 

plaintiff must link a statutory harm to an injury to have a cause of action.”  235 F. Supp. 

3d at 520.  Both of these decisions also concluded that the plaintiff lacked constitutional 

standing in federal court, but the opinions themselves make clear that the complaints 

would have failed in any event because the plaintiffs were not “aggrieved.” 

Plaintiff is similarly misguided in noting that the district court’s analysis of 

Illinois law in Vigil was vacated by the Second Circuit given the absence of federal 

subject-matter jurisdiction.  As an initial matter, the same cannot be said of the district 

court’s decision in McCollough, which remains the principal opinion of the Illinois 

federal courts on this issue.4  In any event, the Second Circuit did not disapprove of the 

district court’s construction of BIPA in Vigil; it concluded only that, because the district 

court lacked subject-matter jurisdiction, it could not properly “dismiss the complaint with 

prejudice for failure to state a cause of action under the statute.”  Santana v. Take-Two 

Interactive Software, Inc., 717 F. App’x 12, 17 (2d Cir. 2017) (emphasis added).  Yet, as 

courts within the Second Circuit have repeatedly noted, “a logical and well-reasoned 

decision, despite vacatur, is always persuasive authority, regardless of its district or 

circuit of origin or its ability to bind.”  In re Finley, Kumble, Wagner, Heine, Underberg, 

Manley, Myerson & Casey, 160 B.R. 882, 898 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1993); see also Brown v. 

                                                 
4 See also Dixon v. Wash. & Jane Smith Comm., No. 17 C 8033, 2018 WL 2445292, at 
*1, 11–12 & n.6 (N.D. Ill. May 31, 2018) (adopting holding from Rosenbach that “person 
aggrieved” under BIPA must establish “an actual and concrete harm that stems directly 
from the defendants’ alleged violations of BIPA,” but declining to dismiss suit because 
plaintiff’s employer had disclosed her biometric data to the “third-party vendor of [the 
employer’s] biometric time clocks,” an allegation not present here). 
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Kelly, 609 F.3d 467, 476–77 (2d Cir. 2010) (treating vacated Second Circuit decision as 

“persuasive authority”).  Plaintiff cannot properly dismiss the “persuasive” force of these 

decisions’ reasoning by noting that one of them was vacated on a ground that had nothing 

to do with the opinion’s correctness. 

To be sure, in two federal cases not cited by Plaintiff, courts have permitted BIPA 

lawsuits to proceed based on statutory violations alone.  See In re Facebook Biometric 

Info. Priv. Litig., No. 3:15-cv-03747-JD, 2018 WL 1794295 (N.D. Cal. Apr. 16, 2018); 

Monroy v. Shutterfly, Inc., No. 16 C 10984, 2017 WL 4099846 (N.D. Ill. Sept. 15, 2017).  

These cases, however, are easily distinguishable.   

In Facebook, the out-of-state district judge cavalierly dismissed Rosenbach as “a 

non-binding data point” that the court could “part company with,” and in “part[ing] 

company with” that decision did not even address the language of the private right of 

action.  2018 WL 1794295, at *6.  The court instead rested its decision on the legislative 

findings made by the General Assembly, which both misreads those findings, see infra at 

27–29, and contravenes this Court’s repeated holdings that the statutory language itself 

provides “the best indicator of legislative intent,” Kean v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 235 Ill. 

2d 351, 361 (2009).  In any event, Facebook was a class certification decision, not a 

ruling on a motion to dismiss, and the Ninth Circuit has since granted interlocutory 

appeal.  See Patel v. Facebook, Inc., No. 18-80053, Order (9th Cir. May 29, 2018).  As 

for Monroy, that case was decided before the Second District decided Rosenbach and did 

not consider the meaning of “aggrieved by a violation,” but rather the damages provision 

of BIPA.  2017 WL 4099846, at *8. 
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2. Plaintiff also cannot avoid these decisions interpreting BIPA by invoking 

Illinois opinions addressing whether a party had been directly prejudiced by an 

administrative decision or legal judgment, for purposes of a right to appeal.  See Br. 17–

18 (citing Glos v. People, 259 Ill. 332 (1913), Am. Sur. Co. v. Jones, 384 Ill. 222 (1943), 

and In re Harmston’s Estate, 10 Ill. App. 3d 882 (3d Dist. 1973)).  In any event, these 

decisions support Six Flags’ position here:  They acknowledge that the violation of a 

legal right is necessary to make an individual “aggrieved,” but do not hold—or even 

suggest—that it is sufficient. 

In Glos, the Court confronted whether Ms. Glos could appeal from a foreclosure 

proceeding even though she was not a party to that proceeding.  259 Ill. at 338.  The 

Court concluded that Ms. Glos was not “aggrieved” because the foreclosure proceedings 

did not result in a cloud on her title.  Id. at 340–41, 344.  From this, “[t]he conclusion 

follow[ed] that Emma J. Glos, not being prejudiced in any way, [was] not entitled to 

maintain [a] bill of review.”  Id. at 344 (emphasis added).  This Court’s determination 

that Ms. Glos was not “aggrieved,” as she has not been “prejudiced in any way,” id., 

cannot be squared with Plaintiff’s argument that a statutory violation, without more, is 

sufficient for her to be “aggrieved.” 

In Jones, the plaintiff insurance companies challenged an administrative order 

authorizing a different group of insurers—underwriters at Lloyd’s of London—to transact 

business in Illinois.  384 Ill. at 224.  An Illinois statute gave “any company or person 

aggrieved” the right to review such administrative orders.  Id. at 229.  This Court, 

however, held that the insurance companies were not “aggrieved” because the order 
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“renewing [the Lloyd’s underwriters’] certificate did not directly affect [their] interest . . . 

since none of their certificates were involved in the decision nor was any order directed 

against any of them.”  Id. at 230.  “Any prejudice resulting to them from the granting of 

the renewal of the certificate of authority to [the Lloyd’s underwriters] was at most an 

indirect or inconsequential result thereof,” as otherwise they would be “free from the 

competition” of those underwriters.  Id.  The plaintiffs’ allegation “that underwriters at 

[Lloyd’s] had not complied with certain provisions of the Illinois Insurance Code” (id. at 

224) did not itself make the plaintiffs “aggrieved.”  Consistent with this decision, the 

Court applied Jones in Gibbons v. Cannaven to reject an attempt by a non-party to appeal 

a decision because there was no basis to conclude that “they were injured by the 

judgment, or will be directly benefited by its reversal.”  393 Ill. 376, 381 (1946) 

(emphasis added).  Gibbons confirms that, contrary to Plaintiff’s interpretation, Jones 

requires not just the violation of a legal right, but also injury for an individual to be 

“aggrieved.” 

Similarly, in In re Harmston’s Estate, the Third District concluded that 

unsuccessful bidders for real estate were not “aggrieved” because they lacked sufficient 

juridical interest in the property at issue.  10 Ill. App. 3d at 884–86.  “On the basis of the 

record,” the court concluded, “we do not believe that the [bidders] were ‘aggrieved’ as 

required by the Probate Act so as to vest in them a right to appeal from the order in 

question.”  Id. at 886.  This was true even though the bidder-plaintiffs alleged a statutory 

violation: “that the circuit court failed to follow the provisions of the Probate Act relating 

to sales of decedents’ real estate.”  Id. 883.  As in Glos and Jones, the plaintiffs’ failure to 
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allege an injury beyond the mere fact of a statutory violation was sufficient for the court 

to conclude that they were not “aggrieved” by any alleged statutory violation. 

By contrast, in Greeling v. Abendroth, 351 Ill. App. 3d 658 (4th Dist. 2004), 

which Plaintiff also cites, see Br. 18, the plaintiff was “‘aggrieved’ at defendants because 

[they] . . . interfer[ed] with a contractual relationship.”  351 Ill. App. 3d at 666.  The 

defendants in Greeling cashed a certificate of deposit jointly owned by the plaintiff, and 

in doing so “deprive[d] [the plaintiff] of the benefit of the contract.”  Id.  As a result, 

“[t]he trial court could have reasonably found that [the defendants] ‘injured’ or ‘lessened 

in value’ plaintiff’s economic interest in the certificate of deposit.”  Id.  The same is not 

true here, where Plaintiff has not alleged any injury beyond a violation of BIPA. 

3. Moreover, the caselaw from other state courts confirms the interpretation 

of “aggrieved” adopted in McCollough and Vigil.  Most significantly, the New Jersey 

Supreme Court held earlier this year that the term “aggrieved consumer” requires not just 

a “violation” of the relevant consumer-protection statute but also that the “consumer . . . 

has been harmed by [the] violation.”  Spade, 181 A.3d at 980.  In contrast, the court 

determined, “a consumer who receives a contract that includes language prohibited” by 

the statute, “but who suffers no monetary or other harm as a result of that noncompliance, 

is not an ‘aggrieved consumer’ entitled to a remedy.”  Id. at 972.  Like the Second 

District below, the New Jersey Supreme Court noted that the legislature’s addition of the 

term “aggrieved” to “consumer” was meant to “distinguis[h] consumers who have 

suffered harm because of a [statutory] violation . . . from those who have merely been 
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exposed to unlawful” actions, and that any other interpretation would render “the term 

‘aggrieved’ . . . superfluous.”  Id. at 979-80. 

The Supreme Courts of Oklahoma and Kansas, as well as the Wisconsin Court of 

Appeals, have embraced the same interpretation of “aggrieved.”  See Walls v. Am. 

Tobacco Co., 2000 OK 66, ¶ 11 (construing term “aggrieved consumer” to mean “that the 

consumer must have suffered some detriment caused by a violation of the [Oklahoma 

statute]”); Finstad v. Washburn Univ. of Topeka, 252 Kan. 465 (1993) (students who did 

not rely on university’s allegedly false statement were not “aggrieved consumers” within 

the meaning of the Kansas Consumer Protection Act); Avudria, 2011 WI App 95, ¶ 25 

(plaintiff was not “aggrieved” under Wisconsin statute because he alleged a “mere 

technical violation” without showing “some actual injury or damage”).5 

C. The Purpose And Legislative History Of BIPA Support An Actual-
Injury Requirement  

Where the meaning of a statute is not clear, or cannot be gleaned from 

interpretation of similar statutes, courts can look to the purpose and legislative history of 

the law.  See Advincula v. United Blood Servs., 176 Ill. 2d 1, 19 (1996).  That is 

unnecessary in this case:  The plain and ordinary meaning of the statute demonstrates that 

                                                 
5 Plaintiff’s attempt to distinguish Avudria is unavailing.  Br. 32–34.  Plaintiff claims that 
“the court was construing a statute that pre-supposed regulatory enforcement by an 
established governmental bureaucracy.”  Id. at 33.  That the Wisconsin statute at issue 
allows for criminal penalties has no bearing on the court’s construction of the statute’s 
private-cause-of-action provision.  That provision, like the one at issue here, limits those 
who can sue to persons “aggrieved” and provides for the greater of statutory damages and 
actual damages.  See Wis. Stat. Ann. § 224.80.  Avudria correctly determined, based on 
Wisconsin Supreme Court precedent, that “the terms ‘aggrieved’ and ‘injured’ are nearly 
synonymous,” and that plaintiff had to show “some actual injury or damage.”  2011 WI 
App 95, ¶ 25 (citing Liebovich, 2008 WI 75, ¶ 37). 
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the General Assembly required a showing of actual injury as a prerequisite to invoking 

the private right of action, and this meaning is confirmed by the interpretation of similar 

statutes by this Court and others across the country.  Regardless, the purpose and 

legislative history of BIPA provide further support for the Second District’s conclusion 

that an individual must have been injured by the statutory violation to bring suit. 

1. As the court in Vigil explained, “[t]he Illinois legislature was concerned 

that the failure of businesses to implement reasonable safeguards for [biometric] data 

would deter Illinois citizens from ‘partaking in biometric identifier-facilitated 

transactions’ in the first place, and would thus discourage the proliferation of such 

transactions as a form of engaging in commerce.”  235 F. Supp. 3d at 504 (quoting 740 

ILCS 14/5(e)).  Yet the General Assembly did not seek to eliminate the use of biometric 

data; to the contrary, it acknowledged that “[t]he use of biometrics . . . appears to promise 

streamlined financial transactions and security screenings.”  740 ILCS 14/5(a).  Thus, the 

General Assembly sought to balance its desire to facilitate the use of biometric data for 

societally useful purposes with its concern that Illinoisans might be deterred if their 

biometric data could be compromised:  “[T]he purpose of the BIPA is to ensure that, 

when an individual engages in a biometric-facilitated transaction, the private entity 

protects the individual’s biometric data, and does not use that data for an improper 

purpose, especially a purpose not contemplated by the underlying transaction.”  235 F. 

Supp. 3d at 504 (citing 740 ILCS 14/5(a–g)). 

The legislative history of BIPA confirms that the Act aims to prevent the misuse 

of biometric data.  Representative Kathleen A. Ryg explained that the origin of BIPA was 
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the bankruptcy of Pay by Touch, which was the largest fingerprint scan system in Illinois 

and which had contracts with grocery stores and other retail outlets to enable paying “by 

touch” (i.e., by fingerscan).  Notably, it was not the establishment of Pay by Touch, but 

rather its bankruptcy, that prompted concern.  Following the bankruptcy, an anticipated 

sale of the company’s database raised questions about potential disclosure of consumers’ 

biometric data; it “[left] thousands of customers . . . wondering what [would] become of 

their biometric and financial data.”  Transcript of the State of Illinois 95th General 

Assembly House of Representatives, 249 (May 30, 2008) (remarks of Rep. Ryg) (A015–

A018).  As a result, Representative Ryg noted the “very serious need of protections for 

the citizens of Illinois when it comes to biometric information.”  Id.  She explained that 

the purpose of BIPA was to impose “collection and retention standards while prohibiting 

the sale of biometric information.”  Id. (emphasis added). 

Together, the legislative findings and history demonstrate that the General 

Assembly supported the use of biometric data, was concerned about the possibility that 

the data could be misused or improperly disseminated, and drew a careful balance in the 

text of the Act by imposing requirements on data-collecting entities and creating a private 

right of action where an entity’s violation of those requirements harms an individual. 

Plaintiff would strike a different balance, arguing that individuals must be 

permitted to bring suit even if they have not been injured because such lawsuits 

supposedly would further the General Assembly’s purpose in protecting individual 

privacy.  This argument ignores the balance struck by the legislature, placing its entire 

weight on one half of that balance while ignoring the other half: the General Assembly’s 
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desire to promote the use of biometric-facilitated transactions.  Plaintiff cannot assume 

that the General Assembly chose to extend the private right of action to uninjured 

individuals just because she believes that would help protect privacy.  The statutory text 

makes clear that the General Assembly chose instead to impose conditions on the right of 

action, limiting its availability to individuals “aggrieved by a violation” of the Act.  

Plaintiff and her amici also attempt to cast the Act’s purpose in a broader light, 

arguing that BIPA adopts a comprehensive regime of “private regulatory enforcement” 

for biometric data.  Br. 18; see also ACLU Br. 18; EPIC Br. 17–18.  None of these 

arguments is tied to the text of the statute, nor are they consistent with the more focused 

concern—misuse of biometric data—that prompted the Act.   

In construing a statute, the Court focuses not on broad invocations of public 

policy, but rather on the actual provisions the General Assembly ultimately chose to enact 

in service of its policy goals.  “Every statute proposes, not only to achieve certain ends, 

but also to achieve them by particular means—and there is often a considerable 

legislative battle over what those means ought to be.”  Dir., Off. of Workers’ Comp. 

Programs v. Newport News Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Co., 514 U.S. 122, 136 (1995).  As 

a result, “[t]he withholding of . . . authority is as significant as the granting of it,” and 

courts have no basis for “play[ing] favorites between the two.”  Id.  In this case, the 

question is whether the General Assembly created a right of action that extends to 

uninjured individuals, and saying that it did because the legislators were concerned about 

biometric data security simply begs the question. 
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2. Plaintiff and her amici assume that the General Assembly must have 

intended to permit lawsuits by individuals who have not suffered any injury, but there are 

numerous examples of other privacy statutes that do not permit any private right of action 

at all.  Most significantly, the “[s]tudent biometric information” amendments to the 

school code—which Plaintiff contends were a “precursor to BIPA”—have no private 

right of action.  Br. 11 (citing 105 ILCS 5/10-20.40; 105 ILCS 5/34-18.34).  Similarly, 

there is no private right of action in the Private Detective, Private Alarm, Private 

Security, Fingerprint Vendor, and Locksmith Act of 2004, which requires “a signed 

consent form” from fingerprinted individuals and—identically to BIPA— requires 

fingerprint vendors to develop a publicly available written policy “establishing a 

retention schedule and guidelines for permanently destroying identifiers and other 

biometric information.”  68 Ill. Adm. Code 1240.535(c)(8).  Nor is there anything 

inconsistent in concluding that the legislature permitted a private right of action but 

confined it to individuals who were injured by the statutory violation they allege. 

It is hardly unprecedented to require plaintiffs to demonstrate some actual harm 

before seeking relief, even in the privacy context.  “Illinois courts recognize four ways to 

state a cause of action for invasion of privacy: (1) intrusion upon the seclusion of another; 

(2) appropriation of another’s name or likeness; (3) public disclosure of private facts; and 

(4) publicity placing another in a false light.”  Cooney v. Chicago Pub. Schs., 407 Ill. 

App. 3d 358, 365 (1st Dist. 2010) (internal quotation marks omitted).  Of these four torts, 

only one—intrusion upon seclusion—is even arguably analogous here.  The elements 

required to establish intrusion upon seclusion are “(1) an unauthorized intrusion into 
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seclusion; (2) an intrusion would be highly offensive to a reasonable person; (3) the 

matter intruded upon was private; and (4) the intrusion caused the plaintiff[] anguish and 

suffering.”  Id. at 366 (emphasis added).  “Under Illinois law,” therefore, “a plaintiff must 

prove actual injury in the form of, for example, medical care, an inability to sleep or 

work, or a loss of reputation and integrity in the community in order to recover damages 

for torts such as intrusion upon seclusion.”  Schmidt v. Ameritech Illinois, 329 Ill. App. 

3d 1020, 1035 (1st Dist. 2002).  “Injury is not presumed.”  Id.; see also Vigil, 235 F. 

Supp. 3d at 517 (“at common law, not every unlawful or unauthorized collection of 

information, or collection of information for an improper purpose, gave rise to an 

intrusion on seclusion”).6 

                                                 
6 Outside the privacy context, Illinois courts have held that a plaintiff must allege an 
actual present injury to state a claim under the Consumer Fraud and Deceptive Business 
Practices Act (“Consumer Fraud Act”).  See Cooney, 407 Ill. App. 3d at 365 (rejecting 
plaintiffs’ contention that they alleged actual damages because the disclosure of social 
security numbers and other identifying information put them at an increased risk of future 
identity theft; such allegations of injury were speculative and insufficient to state a claim 
under the Consumer Fraud Act); Yu v. Int’l Bus. Mach. Corp., 314 Ill. App. 3d 892, 897 
(1st Dist. 2000) (dismissing Consumer Fraud Act claims based only on “conjecture and 
speculation” of future injury because “[t]he failure to state sufficient facts to constitute a 
legally cognizable present injury or damage mandates dismissal of the action”); Kelly v. 
Sears Roebuck & Co., 308 Ill. App. 3d 633, 644 (1st Dist. 1999) (dismissing claims 
where plaintiff alleged only that he “might have received” defective battery because “any 
injury in the present case is speculative at best”).  The courts so held even though the 
Consumer Fraud Act, unlike BIPA, provides that unfair methods of competition and 
deceptive practices are unlawful regardless of “whether any person has in fact been 
misled, deceived or damaged.”  815 ILCS 505/2.  More generally, a plaintiff cannot state 
a claim for negligence or breach of contract absent some showing of harm, even if the 
defendant violated a duty he owed to the plaintiff or failed to adhere to contractual terms.  
See, e.g., Schweihs v. Chase Home Fin., LLC, 2016 IL 120041, ¶ 31 (elements of 
negligence); Burkhart v. Wolf Motors of Naperville, Inc. ex. rel. Toyota of Naperville, 
Inc., 2016 IL App (2d) 151053, ¶ 14 (“In order to establish a claim for breach of contract, 
a plaintiff must allege . . . resultant injury to the plaintiff.” (citation omitted)).                   
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Plaintiff’s theory is that private enforcement by uninjured individuals is necessary 

because “BIPA does not empower a government agency to enforce the Act.”  Br. 7; see 

also, e.g., id. at 8, 21, 26–27, 33–34, 41.  But in an era of rapidly advancing technology, 

the legislature had good reason to proceed cautiously in limiting BIPA’s private right of 

action.  Incentivizing an army of private attorneys general to seek harmless deficiencies 

in BIPA paperwork (e.g., a failure to specify a retention period in a BIPA notice) could 

stifle innovation and deter companies from employing biometric technology in the first 

place.  The legislature struck a reasonable balance between privacy and innovation by 

allowing suits only by persons who suffer some actual harm.7 

Plaintiff protests that violations of BIPA’s notice and consent provisions are 

unlikely to give rise to any actual injury, see Br. 21, but she ignores the General 

Assembly’s clear focus on the harm that could result from the sale or theft of biometric 

data and its silence about any need for standardized notice and consent.  Indeed, the 

legislative history suggests that the notice and consent provisions simply “operate in 

support of the data protection goal of the statute” and “allow parties to set the contours 

for the permissible uses of the biometrics.”  Vigil, 235 F. Supp. 3d at 513, 514.  “[S]o 

long as the private entity only uses the biometrics collected as both parties intended,” “no 

concrete BIPA interest can be harmed.”  Id. at 514; see also McCollough, 2016 WL 

                                                 
7 This Court’s decision in Standard Mut. Ins. Co. v. Lay, 2013 IL 114617, which Plaintiff 
cites (Br. 23), is not to the contrary.  In construing the federal Telephone Consumer 
Protection Act (“TCPA”), the Court observed that “Congress intended the $500 
liquidated damages available under the TCPA to be, at least in part, an incentive for 
private parties to enforce the statute.”  Id. ¶ 32.  But the TCPA provides a private right of 
action to any “person or entity”; it does not limit the universe of those who may sue to 
persons “aggrieved by a violation.”  Id. ¶ 29. 
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4077108, at *3 (“How can there be an injury from the lack of advance consent to retain 

the fingerprint data beyond the rental period if there is no allegation that the information 

was disclosed or at risk of disclosure?  It was simply retained.”).    

And while it may be difficult to show harm flowing from a violation of BIPA’s 

notice and consent provisions, aggrievement is not an insurmountable bar.  Plaintiff 

perhaps could have a claim under BIPA if her allegations were different, but Plaintiff—

the master of her own complaint—has not alleged any real-world harm beyond the mere 

fact of an alleged statutory violation.   

3. Unable to draw any meaningful support from the actual legislative 

findings and history, Plaintiff seeks to invent her own:  She posits that BIPA is 

prophylactic and therefore that uninjured parties must be permitted to bring suit to 

prevent harm before it occurs.  See, e.g., Br. 15, 16, 21, 26, 29.  To be sure, BIPA 

requires companies to develop policies and exercise reasonable care with respect to 

biometric data, which likely does help prevent data breaches and the misuse of biometric 

data.  See 740 ILCS 14/15.  That does not mean that the General Assembly took the 

additional step of creating a private right of action even for individuals who have not 

suffered any injury.  And there are good reasons to conclude that it did not. 

The following features of BIPA demonstrate that the General Assembly did not 

authorize prophylactic suits for damages: (i) the legislature limited BIPA’s right of action 

to “person[s] aggrieved by a violation of this Act,” 740 ILCS 14/20; and (ii) the 

legislature allowed recovery of damages only where defendant acted negligently, 

recklessly, or intentionally, which imposes a level of culpability that the statute does not 
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require for other forms of relief.  Plaintiff does not point to any statute with a similar 

combination of provisions that is enforceable without establishing an injury. 

Indeed, Plaintiff’s interpretation of BIPA—which would allow any person to sue 

regardless of injury—would lead to absurd results. Someone who voluntarily provided 

his finger for a fingerscan, knew the purpose of the scan, and had the accompanying 

numerical data destroyed before it had been disclosed or misused in any way could file an 

action seeking thousands of dollars in statutory damages for the failure to make specific 

disclosures.  He could file a putative class action and, should the case survive a motion to 

dismiss, impose wide-ranging discovery and multiply the potential damages and pressure 

to settle exponentially.  See AT&T Mobility LLC v. Concepcion, 563 U.S. 333, 350 

(2011) (“Faced with even a small chance of a devastating loss, defendants will be 

pressured into settling questionable claims.  Other courts have noted the risk of ‘in 

terrorem’ settlements that class actions entail . . . .”).  That result would be inconsistent 

with the traditional role of courts, which is to provide relief to claimants who have 

suffered harm.  See Lewis v. Casey, 518 U.S. 343, 349 (1996) (“It is the role of courts to 

provide relief to claimants, in individual or class actions, who have suffered, or will 

imminently suffer, actual harm.” (emphasis added)).  Indeed, “it is axiomatic that, in 

construing a statute,” courts “presume that the General Assembly did not intend 

absurdity, inconvenience or injustice.”  J.S.A. v. M.H., 224 Ill. 2d 182, 210 (2007).  There 

is no reason to construe BIPA to produce absurd results when the natural reading of the 

statute would avoid them.  See Griffin v. Oceanic Contractors, Inc., 458 U.S. 564, 575 

(1982).  
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The legislature’s provision of outsized statutory damages amplifies this concern.  

Plaintiff contends that a mere statutory violation can trigger $1,000 to $5,000 in 

liquidated damages, but this degree of compensation is clearly disproportionate where the 

violation caused no harm.  Entities (including small businesses) that protect customer 

data and substantially comply with the purpose of BIPA should not face these punishing 

sanctions.  Indeed, it would make no sense to compensate individuals (at a price of up to 

$5,000 per violation) for voluntarily providing their biometric data simply because 

consent was obtained through the placement of a finger on a device rather than through a 

written form.  Such a regime would destroy the balance that the General Assembly 

sought to establish between technological innovation and personal privacy. 

II. Plaintiff Is Not Entitled To Any Remedy Under BIPA  

Because BIPA’s right of action limits any recovery (actual damages, liquidated 

damages, attorney fees, injunctive relief) to a person “aggrieved”—that is, actually 

injured—the Second District correctly held that Plaintiff could not seek either liquidated 

damages or injunctive relief under BIPA if she was not “aggrieved by a violation” of the 

Act.  The meaning of “aggrieved” carries through to all types of relief listed in the statute.   

A. Plaintiff Is Not Entitled To Liquidated Damages   

Plaintiff is not entitled to liquidated damages because she has alleged no injury—

pecuniary or otherwise.  In response, she asserts that there is no “actual damage barrier to 

suit” because BIPA “does not premise the liquidated damages on the existence of any 

actual damages, independent of the violation of BIPA.”  Br. 23, 25.  This argument 

conflates (1) the damages that a plaintiff might ultimately prove at trial—what BIPA calls 

“actual damages”—with (2) the question whether the plaintiff has suffered an injury—
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has been “aggrieved”—as a result of the BIPA violation.  The latter issue goes not to the 

amount of damages that might ultimately be awarded at trial but instead the antecedent 

question whether the plaintiff can pursue any form of relief under Section 20. 

The trial court correctly distinguished between these issues by limiting the 

certified questions to cases (like this one) where the “only injury [the plaintiff] alleges is 

a violation of Section 15(b) of the Act” (emphasis added).  As a result, Plaintiff’s focus 

on “actual damages” not only ignores the relevant question before this Court but goes 

beyond the certified questions.   

B. Plaintiff Is Not Entitled To Injunctive Relief  

As Plaintiff acknowledges (Br. 27), the requirement that a person be “aggrieved 

by a violation of this Act” applies equally to a claim for injunctive relief.  This is clear 

from the plain language and structure of the statute, which provides as an introductory 

clause that “[a]ny person aggrieved by a violation of this Act shall have a right of action 

. . . against an offending party,” and then lists four different items that a prevailing party 

may recover, ranging from damages to “an injunction.”  Compare 740 ILCS 14/20(1)–

(2), with 740 ILCS 14/20(4).  Plaintiff cannot pursue a claim for injunctive relief under 

BIPA because her failure to allege any actual injury means that she is not a “person 

aggrieved,” and thus has no right of action under BIPA for any kind of relief.  See 

Schiller v. Mitchell, 357 Ill. App. 3d 435, 446 (2d Dist. 2005) (holding plaintiffs were not 

entitled to injunctive relief on underlying causes of action found to be inadequately 

pleaded and therefore dismissed).  For this reason, the federal district courts in Vigil and 

McCollough dismissed all of the plaintiffs’ claims, including the injunctive relief claims, 
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upon finding that the plaintiffs failed to state a claim for relief under BIPA.  See Vigil, 

235 F. Supp. 3d at 521; McCollough, 2016 WL 4077108, at *5. 

Further, injunctive relief is appropriate only when a party shows that she has a 

clear and ascertainable right that needs protection, there is no adequate remedy at law, 

and she will suffer irreparable harm if injunctive relief is not granted.  Helping Others 

Maintain Envtl. Standards v. Bos, 406 Ill. App. 3d 669, 688 (2d Dist. 2010).  Plaintiff 

fails to plead any of these elements, precluding her from recovering injunctive relief.  See 

Postma v. Jack Brown Buick, Inc., 157 Ill. 2d 391, 400 (1993) (holding that where statute 

provides for private right of action and allows plaintiffs to recover damages as well as 

injunctive relief, plaintiff must satisfy traditional common law elements of irreparable 

injury and inadequacy of legal remedies before recovering injunctive relief). 

Plaintiff argues that adopting the Second District’s construction of “aggrieved by 

a violation” would bar plaintiffs from seeking injunctive relief in the absence of injury, 

and therefore preclude them from enjoining violations of BIPA’s notice, consent, and 

written policy provisions.  Br. 27–30.  But Plaintiff does not argue that this would render 

either the injunctive relief provision or the notice, consent, and written policy provisions 

superfluous; each of these provisions remains enforceable in other situations.  Plaintiff’s 

argument is not textual, but instead based on her policy view that injunctive relief should 

be available even before an injury occurs.  That might perhaps be good policy.  It is not, 

however, the policy—or the statutory language—that the General Assembly adopted. 

III. Plaintiff Has Suffered No Actual Harm 

As a fallback position, Plaintiff argues in various ways that she did suffer an 

actual injury and thus is “aggrieved.”  But none of them avoids the fundamental problem 
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that Plaintiff’s argument on injury goes beyond the certified questions.  The certified 

questions start from the premise that “the only injury . . . allege[d] is a violation of 

§ 15(b) of the Act” (emphasis added).  At this stage of the litigation, Plaintiff cannot 

properly inject any injury that goes beyond the fact of a BIPA violation.  In any event, 

her arguments are meritless. 

First, Plaintiff argues that Six Flags’ alleged violations of BIPA “automatically 

caused harm; harm to Plaintiff’s rights created by BIPA.”  Br. 22.  According to Plaintiff, 

“[i]llegally taking highly sensitive Biometrics constitutes injury, without further ensuing 

harm,” and the Second District erred in requiring Plaintiff to prove “second-level harm 

beyond a deprivation of a personal legal right.”  Id. at 35, 40; see also id. at 17, 21, 27, 

32, 36, 39–40.  Plaintiff’s argument is circular:  It assumes the Court will answer the 

certified questions in the affirmative and find that a person is aggrieved under BIPA 

“when the only injury he alleges is a violation of Section 15(b) of the Act.”  But that is 

the entire issue on appeal, and the Court should reject Plaintiff’s argument for the reasons 

already stated.  Six Flags is not asking this Court to require “second-level harm”; it 

merely asks the Court to enforce the text of the Act, and hold that someone who has not 

been harmed in the first place has no right of action under the Act.     

Second, Plaintiff asserts that she was “deprived . . . of information the General 

Assembly deemed significant enough to codify and require.”  Br. 39.  In rejecting the 

same information-injury theory in Vigil, the court observed that “BIPA is not akin to a 

statute where the right-to information is a concrete interest in-of-itself, such as a statute 

designed to give a consumer information about prospective statutory rights that the 
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consumer could exercise, but that might otherwise be lost.”  235 F. Supp. 3d at 513.  

Unlike those statutes, “BIPA’s notice and consent provisions do not create a separate 

interest in the right-to-information, but instead operate in support of the data protection 

goal of the statute” if an individual chooses to have his biometric data used for some 

purpose.  Id.  The cases Plaintiff cites are inapposite because they construe statutes aimed 

at providing information.  See Fed. Election Comm’n v. Akins, 524 U.S. 11 (1998) (the 

Federal Election Campaign Act’s purpose is the disclosure of information regarding 

Federal Campaign Funds); Heartwood, Inc. v. U.S. Forest Serv., 230 F.3d 947, 952 n.5 

(7th Cir. 2000) (the National Environmental Policy Act “requires agencies to conduct 

[environmental assessments] in order to provide stakeholders with information necessary 

to monitor agency activity”).  

Third, Plaintiff asserts a new argument for the first time before this Court—that 

“depriving a person of the right to refuse to execute a written release causes injury.”  Br. 

39.  The Court should decline to consider Plaintiff’s belated argument.  See Hansen v. 

Baxter Healthcare Corp., 198 Ill. 2d 420, 429 (2002).  Moreover, Plaintiff 

misunderstands the statute that she invokes: 405 ILCS 5/2-102(a-5), which requires a 

physician to advise a recipient of mental health services of the side effects, risks, and 

alternatives to psychotropic medication.  In In re Beverly B., 2017 IL App (2d) 160327, 

¶ 26 (also cited in Plaintiff’s Brief), the court held that “[i]t is error for a court to grant a 

petition for the involuntary administration of psychotropic medication absent evidence of 

compliance with section 2-102(a-5).”  A failure to comply with section 2-102(a-5) causes 

actual harm by depriving the recipient of the opportunity to seek alternative treatment or 
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provide consent before the State forcibly administers psychotropic drugs.  Id. ¶ 35.  

Plaintiff also cites Fiala v. Bickford Senior Living Grp., LLC, 2015 IL App (2d) 150067, 

¶ 8, a case in which “drugs given to [a patient] without prior consent would render him 

catatonic” or “violent.”  The patient alleged that the “administration of the medications, 

in light of the lack of consent, constituted an unwanted touching of [his] person.”  Id. ¶ 

10.  Again, the harm here is clear—a “battery,” or “unauthorized touching,” in the form 

of medication administered against a patient’s will.  Id. ¶ 20.  Plaintiff cites no authority 

for the proposition that the failure to provide a written release, without more, renders a 

person “aggrieved.”   

CONCLUSION 

The Court should affirm the Second District’s judgment and hold that an 

individual is not a “person aggrieved by a violation” of BIPA when the only injury 

alleged is a violation of Section 15(b) of the Act by a private entity who collected his 

biometric data without providing him the required disclosures and obtaining his written 

consent as required by Section 15(b) of the Act. 
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velopment :faulty or incom-
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ence of an organ or part due
i embryologic anlage — com-

+ genetic] : xoNCENenc
-S [agene t -ire] to treat
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riven chronological age
ME, fr. ML agerst-, agens, fr.
•.For L; F, fr. L, pres. part.;
. part.] 1.8 : something that
rag a certain effect : an active
ing or facilitating a certain
hristian church as the civiliz-
•n Sullivan] b : a substance
reaction or a physical or

plc (chromic acid is an oxi-
e-active ~s or wetting mss)
:r (as by driving, inciting, or
•ce (the distinction between
which acts and some other

ands Bowen) b : a person
Ilse or message —compare
performs an act (as an act

free will) : a person respon-
~ame deed now at Lorenzo's
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vment by which a guiding
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ion (where the heads of de-
idential ~s of the executive,
president —John Marshall)
ace of another by authority
:, emissary, or official of a
Ian ~) (a secret-service ~)
~m one military organization
in liaison C :afield worker
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gyres. part, of agere to drive,
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for use in espionage
use in espionage
c, p! agents de change \"\
fiber of the board of licensed
purse is France and some

agential
agent; spec7J : [he representative in England of a British
dominion acting in behalf of the political, economic, and com-
mercial interests of the dominioa
8gen•tial \(')a;jenchal\ adj [agent + -ial] : of, relating to, or

~~ expressive of an agent or agency — a•gen•tialdy \-ale\ adv
8g0nt•illp \'aiantin\ n -5 : the work or activities of an agent
(the business of literary ~)
8g6nt lrit¢ll¢Ct n [trans. of ML intellectus agens, trans. of Gk

~~ ~ nous POI P.[IICOS] :INTELLECT I(I~2~
&g0ri•ti•O81 \;ajan;tival\ o~ 3gCrit•iVB \'ajantiv\ adj [agent
t -ival, -ive] ;expressive of an agent or of agency ;denoting
the performer of an action (agentive nouns) (an agersti ve
suffix)
agent middleman n : a middleman who negotiates purchases
or sales on an agency basis
agent noun n : a noun denoting the performer of an action (as
writer, inspector, patron, han,¢er-on)
agent officer n : a military officer appointed to disburse funds
agent pro•vo•cadeur \9zh~"prbv6k~t~~r; 'ajan[pro;vxka-
,car, -~u(a1r~ n, pl agents provocateurs ~-a"p...c~wr; -ntsp...-
ar(z), -u (a)r(z)\ [F, lit., prowking agent] :one employed [o
associate himself with members of a group or with suspected

•~ persons and by pretended sympathy with their aims or atti-
tudes to incite them to sgme illegal or harmful action that wilt
make them liable to apprehension and punishment ; a secret

j agent or undercover man (a city overrun with spies and agents
provocateurs)
ag0rit•iy \'ajantre, -ri\ n -Es :the office, duties, or activities of
an agent

i agents y( o) nceNr
' 8ge of consent :the age at which one is legally competent to

give consent esp. to marriage or to unlawful sexual intercourse
age of copper usu cap A&C :the Aeneolithic period
Sg¢ of d1SC72tiOri :the age at which the law imputes to a person
the possession of sufficient knowledge for him to become re-
sponsible for certain acts or competent [o exercise certain
powers
age of fishes usu CR(1 A&F; DEVONIAN
age of gold : cocoeN race
8gB Of Iri$MM315 usu cap A&M: CeNozotC
age of m8n u.su crap A&M : pvnreaNnav
age of reason :a period characterized by the dominance of
reason and common sense; esp :the 18th century in England
and, France
age of reptiles usu cap A&R ;Mesozoic
8ge-old \',;-\ adj :having existed for ages : nNc~e*rr (an ages
o!d problem)
ag•ex \'aja(r)\ n -s ;one that ages: as a : a chamber usu. con-

I. taining rollers for aging material with steam b 'one that in-
spects electric lamps in process C : a worker who puts radio
tubes in an aging machine that passes wrren[ through [hem to
stabilize their quality
ag•ei•a•tuM \,aja'rad•am, -atam\ n [NL, fr. L ageraton, a
plant, fr. Gk aReratnn, fr. neut. of ageratos ageless, fr. a- ~a- t

i -geratos (fr. Rnras old age) —more at ceatn7'2~es] 1 cap : a
genus of tropical American herbs (family Compositae) having
opposite leaves and small heads of blue or white flowers in
terminal cymes 2 -s : a plant of the genus Ageratum (esp. A.
houssonianum) 3 -s :any of several blue-flowered plants of
the Genus Eupato~ium

~~ ageratum blue n : F~ossF~owee sue
ages pl of race, pres 3d srng of race
-ages p! of -ace
SgC SCOIC n : a test score translated into terms of a scale of age
norms
age-set ~'-,_\ n, chieJly Brif : race-ccpss
age—society \~%=~===\ n :AGE-GRADE L

' agOU•Sia \a'gyiizea, (')a'g-\ n -s [NL, fr. za- t Gk Reusis taste
(fr. Reuesthai [o taste) t -ia —more at eHoose] :the absence

i or impairment of the sense of taste—ageu•sic \(')=;=zik\ adj
~ 3gg ab6r aggregate

aggada usu cap, var of xnGGn~A
ag•gag ~'d,g~g\ n -5 (Chamorro] 1 : a screw pine (Pandanus
tectoriu.$) with prop roots and sword-shaped spiny leaves
covered with a whitish bloom 2 : an article (as a mat or bag)
made from the split leaves of the aggag

~ ag•ger \'aja(r)\ n -s Z [L] C EARTHWORK: &S d 7 MOUND,
RAMPART b : a military or public road usu. raised and with
sloping drainage embankments 2 [NL, fr. L] annt : reona~-
NENCe 3 [NL, fr. L] : a double tide: a : a high tide with two
maxima separated by a slight lowering of water b : a low tide
with two minima separated by a slight rise of water

~ag.gie \'age, 'dig-, -gi\ n -5 (alter. (influenced by de) of
~aR~+~el : a playing marble; specij : an agate marble
28ggie \"\ n -5 often cap [a,¢- (as in agricultural college, agricu[-
tura( school) t -ie] 1 : a student at an agricultural school or
college 2 : an agricultural school or college
8g•g101T1•BT•211t \a'gldmarant, a-\ n -S [L aRRlomerant-, ag-
glomerans, Ares. par[. of agglomerare] ;something that causes
agglomeration

+ag•glom.er•ate ~-,ra~~ vb -en/-tNc/-s [L agglomerates, past
part. of agglomerare to heap up, join, fr. ad- t glomerare [o

f wind into a ball, to assemble, fr. glomus ball —more at c~nM]
vi 1 obs : to wind or collect into a ball 2 : to gather into a
mass or cluster <~ dust particles) ~ of : to collect or come [o-

~, gether in a mass (caused the oxide film to ~)
2ag•glom•er•8t0 \ =rat\ adj [L ag¢(omeratus] 7 collected into
a ball, heap, or mass; sped/ :clustered or growing together
but not coherent (an ̂ ~ head of flowers)
agglomerate \"\ n -s 1 : a confused or jumbled mass, heap,
or collection (this fine ~ of duchies —Thomas Carlyle) 2 : a
rock composed of volcanic fragments of various sizes and
degrees of angularity; esp ; a rock in which the constituent
fragments were produced by explosions in the throat of a vol-

i C3i10 — CORIp&fC CONGLOMERATE
8g•glom.er•8t•iC \=;==;rad•ik\ adj [3agRlomerate + -ic] : hav-

~ ing the characteristics of an agglomerate (~ lauds)
ag•glom•er•a•tion \:,=='rashan\ n -s 1 : the action or process

~• of collecting in a mass : an agglomerated condition (protection
against caking and ~) 2 7 an indiscriminately formed mass
a cluster of disparate elements (the ~ of buildings which

somehow made up this town —Elizabeth Bowen)
i 8g•glom•ena•tivC \-'--,rad•iv, rad•iv\ adj :tending to ag-

gI0I170~fftE ; AGGLOMERATING
ag•glom•et'•adoT \-,rad•a(r)\ n -s :one that agglomerates
(sonic ̂ ~s)
8g•g1U•ti•118•bil•i•ty \a,gltiNna'bilad•e, a,-\ n -es [agglutinate
+ -ability] :capacity (as of red blood cells, bacteria, or virus
particles) to be agglutinated — ag•glu•ti•na•61e \=':-aba1\
adj

~3g•gIA•ti•ri8rit \='-=ant\ adj [L aggGrtinant-, agglutinans,
p-es. part. of agg(utinare to glue to, fr. ad- t glutinare to glue,
fr. glutin- glufen glue —more at Ctnv] ;uniting closely
causing or tending to cause adhesion

~agglutinant \"\ n -s : an agglutinating substance
~ag•glu•ti•nate \-a[\ adj [L aA~lurinaru.c, past part. of agglu-
tinare] 1 : joined with or as if with glue (~ spores) 2 : nc-
GLUTtNATNE Z

~ag•glu•ti•nate \-,at, use -ad•tV\ Yb -ED~-ING~-S vt 1 : to
cause to adhere 7 uNt1'E, FASTEN (the town ~s them all [o its
own atmosphere —Waldo Frank) 2 7 to combine (words)
into a compound :attach (a linguistic form) to a base as an

} affix 3 : to cause (as blood cells) to undergo agglutination
... ni 1 : to unite or combine into a group or mass (groups .. .
coalesced, fragmented, agglutinated again —John Hersey)
2 : to form words by agglutination : be agglutinative (agglu-

~ tinating languages) (the agglutinating state of language)
3 : to undergo agglutination
zag•glu•ti•nate \ =fit\ n -s : a clump of material (as blood cells
or bacteria) that has undergone agglutination

~, ag•g1U•ti•n8dion \;,=='ashen\ n -s 1 : the action or process
of uniting or adhering : an agglutinated condition (the ~ of
foreign bodies) 2 : a mass or group formed by the union of
separate elements (a boundless ~ of streets, dramshops, and
tow buildings —A.J.Liebling) 3 : the formation of derivative
or compound words by putting together constituents of which
each expresses a single definite meaning (as in Wishram, a
Chinook dialect, in which a~'im(uda "he will give it to you"

8gerit5-genexll : a chief S~ has the constituents a- "future", -c- "he", -!- "him", -m-
"thee", -/- "to", -ud- "give", and -a "future", as contrasted

41
with Latin, in which the -o of amo "I love" expresses the mean-
ings of first person, singular number, present tense, active
voice, and indicative mood) 4 : a reaction in which particles
(as red blood cells, bacteria, virus particles, or rickettsiae)
suspended in a liquid collect into clumps or floccules with loss
of motility in the case of flagellated or ciliated organisms and
which occurs when the suspension is treated with certain sub-
stances that combine with the surface of the particles —see
AGGLUTINATION TESTS CRO55 AGGLUTINATION
agglutination test n ;any of several tests based on the ability
of a specific serum to cause agglutination of a suitable system
and used in the diagnosis of infections, the identification of mi-
croorganisms, and in blood grouping —compare w~Dnt resr
ag•glu•ti•na•tive \.'=;,ad•iv, - ad•iv\ adj 1 : causing or pro-
duced by agglutination ; nDxesrve 2 : characterized by ag-
glutina[ion (an ~ language) — distinguished from inflectional
and isolatii:g
2g•g1U•ti•riiri \='-'nan\ n -s [ISV agglutination + -in; prob.
orig. formed in G] : a substance producing agglutination;
specif ;any antibody capable of effecting the agglutination of
the agglutinogen that stimulated its production —see xentno-
GLUTININ
ag•g1U•tin•o•g0ri \,a (,)gl u'tinaj~n\ n -s [ISV a~glutiriin f -o-
t -gen] • anv substance that acting as an antigen stimulates
the production of an agglutinin — 8g•g1II•tin•o•g0A•iC
\;-(,).,-,;jenik. a;gluNna;-\ adJ
ag•g1A•ti•ri0id \a'glut'n,bid, a'-\ n -s [ISV agglutinin t -oid]

C an agglutinin that has lost or never had the power to agglu-
tinate but can still unite with its agglutinogen —compare
ANTIBODY~BLOCKING ANTIBODY
ag•gra•da•tion \,a~ra'dashan\ n -s [a88rade f -ration] ; a
modification of or [he process of modifying the eartk's surface
in the direction of uniformity of grade or slope by deposition
(as of detrital material in a river bed) —compare DEGRADA-
TION
ag•gra•da•tion•ai ~; =;=shan'1, -shnal\ adj :relating to, char-
ac[erized by, or formed by aggradation
ag•grade ~a'grad, a'-\ vb -E~/-iNc/-5 [ad- f grade] vt : to fill
with detrital material (silt has agRraded [he river bed and water-
logged it for a hundred miles —Erna Ferguson) ~ vi ; to
build up by aggrada[ion (meltwater streams were aggrading
beyond fhe moraines —R.J.Lougee)
ag•gran•dize \a'gran,diz, -aan-; 'assn-, 'dig-\ Yt -ED/dNG/-S
[modif. (influenced by -ire) of F agrandiss- stem of aRrandir,
fr. a- (fr. L ad-)~ f grandir to increase, jr. L grandire, fr.
grandis great —more at GRAND] 1 : to make great (as in
degree, number, or SIZC) ;INCREASES AUGMENT (all he desired
was to ~ his estate —Hilaire Belloc) 2 ; to make great or
greater (as in power, honor, or wealth) <to ~ his family and
his favorites Sixtus caused wars —R.A.Hall b. 1911) 3 : to
make appear great or greater ; Exp[.'r (in aggrandizing [he one,
he necessarily depreciated the other) Syn see exa~r
ag•gYan•diZe•ment \a'grand~zmant, -dam also a'gra (a)n,diz-;
also 'agran,dIz- or 'dig- or ,,,'..~ n -s [modif. (influenced by
-ire) of F agrandissemen t, fr. agrandiss- t -ment] : [he act,
action, or result of 8ggf3lldlZltig ;ADVANCEMENT (their
from low estate to SOCIHI pfOIi11OCI10E~ ;ENLARGEMENT ~CRIICS
of his ~ of federal power —B.N.Cardozo)
ag•gxan•diz•ex \a'gra (ajn diza(r), 'a(i)gran,-\ n -s :one that
aggrandizes
aggxate vt -ED/-ING/-S [It a~gratare, alter. of aggradare, fr.
Prov ngrndar, fr. a- (fr. L ad-) t Srat pleasing, agreeable (fr.
L ~rotus) —more at cancel obs : to gratify or express grati-
tude to
ag•gra•vate \'a~ra,vat, 'dig-, usu -ad•+V\ vt -e~/-[Na/-s [L
aggravatus, past part. of aggra vare to make heavier, fr. ad- t
gra i~a~e to burden, fr. gra vis heavy — more a[ G[ttEve]
1 obs 8 : to make heavy :weigh CIOWiI ;BURDEN (a great
grief aggra vuteth the heart that suffers it —Bartholomew
Young) U ; [O 3(I(I W01gY1t [O 'INCREASE, MAGNIFY (then, soul,
live thou upon thy servant's loss and let that pine to ~ thy
store —Shak.) 2 archaic : to give an exaggerated representa-
tion of ; exnGceewTe (I have not ... agRravnted your sense or
words —Andrew Marvell) 3 : to make worse, more serious,
or more severe : iN'reNs~Fv (such a defense only aggravated the
offense —R.W.Southern) (the war... had ag,pra vated the
confusions and social disasters of rapid industrial change 
—J.H.Plumb) 4 8 : to arouse the displeasure, impatience, or
anger of : v20voKe, nNNOY (nothing so ~s an earnest person
as a passive resistance —Herman Melville) b : to produce in-
flammation lh :IRRITATE (the operation aggravated the ulnar
nerve) SyII S2C INTENSIFY, IRRITATE
aggr8v8ted 8ssault n :an assault regarded as more heinous
than a common assault: as & : an assault combining an intent
to commit a crime other than that involved in the mere assault
itself b :any of various assaults so defined by statute
aggravated larceny n :larceny attended with aggravating
circumstances (as when the theft is from the person)
2ggi8v8ting adj 1 : making worse : ~Nrervs~evtNG 2 : arous-
ingdispleasure, impatience, OI' flllgBt : EXASPERATINQ, IRRITAT-
iNc — ag•gra•vat•ing•ly ~;..;...~ adv
ag•gra•va•tion \,:.'vashan\ n -s [ML aggravation-, aRgrava-
tio, fr. L aggravates t -ion-, -io -ion] 1 : the act, action, or
result of aggravating; esp : an increasing in seriousness or
severity (in order [o prevent an ~ of the problem) 2 : an act
or circumstance that intensifies or makes worse <an ~ to a
person in slavery to reflect that he was sold by his parent
—Thomas Paine) 3 obs S an exaggerated statement or repre-
sentation (I from ̂ ~s will forbear —George Wither) 4 : the
act or action of irritating or annoying : raovoCnr~oN (^~s be-
tween people South and North were getting worse —Carl
Sand burg)
ag•gra•va•tox \'=;,vad•afr)\ n -s :one that aggravates
ag•gre•ga•ble \'agragabal, 'dig-, -re-\ adj [2aggregate t -able]

that may be aggregated (property ~ with other property)
~ag•gre•gate \-gat also -,gat; use -d•tV\ adj [ME aggregat,
fr. I. ~aggregarus, pas[ part. of aggregare to add to, fr. ad- +
greg-, grex flock —more at GaeGna~ous] 1 : formed by [he
collection of units or particles into a body, mass, or amount
COLLECTIVE (the ~ sentiments of mankind —J.F.Byrnes):

& (1) of a J[ower :clustered in a dense mass or head (2) of a
fruit :formed from the several separate or fused ovaries of a
single flower —distinguished from multiple; see rau~T illustra-
tion b of a ruck (1) :composed of mineral crystals of one or
more kinds (2) :composed of mineral or rock fragments C (l)
of a colonial anima[ :united in a somewhat continuous mass
(2) of a hibernating animal ;gathered into a compact mass
d :formed into clusters or groups of lobules Z : AOGRE-
cnrrve 2 —aggregately adv — aggreBateness n -es

~ag•gxe•g3te \-,Sat, use -ad•+V\ Yb -ED/-iNG~-S vt 1 : to
collect or gather into a mass or whole ;bring together (wealth
aggregated by their industrial and commercial skill —Will
Durant) 2 : to make a part of the agSregate :unite as a
constituent member (these people are now aggregated with us
—Thomas Jefferson) 3 :~to amount in the aggregate to ;form
an aggregate of (audiences aggregating a million people)

vi : to come together : nsseMa~e (people ...abandon their
normal occupations, ~ in predesignated places —Anatol
Rapoport)

~ag•gxe•gate \-_g2t a[sn -,gat; use -d•tV\ n -s 1 : a mass or
body of units or parts somewhat loosely associated with one
another (an ~ of individuals actuated by economic self-
interest —Douglas Bush) 2 : the whole sum or amount ; suM
7'oi'n~ (the ~ of knowledge ... is greater than ever before 
—C.H.GrandgenU 3 8 : an aggregate rock b : an}' of sev-
eral hard inert materials used for mixing in various-sized frag-
menu with a cementing material to form concrete, mortar, or
plaster C : a clustered mass of individual soil grains or parti-
cles varied in shape, ranging in size from a microscopic granule
to a small crumb, and use. considered the basic structural unit
of soil 4 a ; a total comprising all the elements or individuals
in a particular category or a group of categories in an economy
b Brit :the sum total of grades made by a student 5 : a set of
mathematical elements having some property in common (the
~̂ of rational numbers) Syn see sum — In the aggl'eg3t0
considered as a whole : cociecnvecv (dividends for the year

amounted in the aggregate to $60,000)
aggregated adj 1 : Gathered into a whole • AGGREGA78 (the

masses in ... the cells --C.R.Darwin) 2 : containing ag-
gregates (a highly ~ soil)

aggry bead
aggreg8te mortality table rs : an insurance mortality table
based on both newly medically selected lives and lives from
which the effect of selection has been eliminated
aggregate' polarization n :polarization by a rock section in
which [he constituent minerals cannot be individually recog-
nized
aggregate ray n : a group of rays in certain woods appearing
at low magnification as a single vascular ray but consisting of
smaller rays, fibers, and sometimes vessels — called also com-
pound ray
ag•gre•ga•tion \,agra'gashan, ,aid-, -re-\ n -s [MF or ML;
MF agreRation, tr. ML aggregation-, aggregatio, fr. L aggre-
~atus + -ion-, -io -ion? 1 a ;the action or process of aggregat-
mg :the collection of units or parts into a mass or whole
(learning is ... the ~ of many men's sentences —William
Baldwin) b :the state or condition of being aggregated or bf
having aggregates <in most soils .. . there is only a partial ~ of
[he various particles —L.D.Baver) 2 : a group, body, or
mass composed of many distinct parts : nSseMe~nGe (one of
the world's largest ~s of industry) (a musical ~ touring the
small towns): as a : a collection of individuals gathered to-
gether in response to the same external conditions b : an
assemblage of animals of one or more species usu. come to-
gether in response to an external stimulus (as drought)
3 patrnt !aw :the bringing together of two or more separate
parts without changing their function or producing anv result
other than [he sum of the results of the separate operation of
the parts 4 : the condensation or movement of the contents
of cells, esp. those of tentacles or tendrils of insectivorous or
sensitive plants, in response [o stimuli rJ PCoI 8 : ASSOCIATION S
U : SnCIF.TY
ag•gre•ga.tive \'==,gad•iv, -ativ, -ev\ ndJ 1 : of, relating to, or
tending toward aggregation (an ~ process) 2 : of or relating
to aggregates, specif. economic aggregates (^~ terms)
aggrege -r -eo/-iNc/-s [ME aggreggen, fr. MF aRregier, fr.
(assumed) VL aggrnviare, ag,4reviare, alter. of L aAera rare to
make heavier —more at AGGRAVATE] obs : to make graver
'AGGRAVATE
ag•g1'ess \a'gres also a'-\ vb -eo/-rNc/~S [LL aggressus attack,
fr. L aggressus, past part, of aggredi to approach, attack, un-
dertake, fr. ad- + -gredi (fr. gradi [o step, gol —more at
crswoe7 ri : to make an attack :commit aggression (westerners
even wed against one another —A.E.Stevenson b. 1900) ~ vt
to set upon : nrracK (lions ...seeking whom they may
—Saturday Rev.)
ag•gres•Sill \-s'n\ n -s [ISV aggress- (fr. LL aggressus) t -in;
prig. formed in G] : a hypothetical substance held to con-
tribute to the virulence of pathogenic bacteria by paralyzing
the defensive mechanisms of the host, esp. the leukocytes, and
held to be Produced by the bacteria in the body of the host
ag•gTOS•SiOri \a'greshan also a'-\ n -s [F & L; F aeresstnn, fr,
L aggrnssion-, aggressrn, fr. aggressus t -ion-, -io -ion] 1 8 • an
offensive action or procedure; esp : a culpable unprovoked
overt hostile attack (we have borne with their ̂ ~s —Thomas
Jefferson) b : [he practice of making attacks or eneroach-
ments ;offensive tactics (a war of ~) 2 : the action of a na-
lion in violating the rights, esp. the territorial rights, of an-
other nation (as by unprovoked attack, invasion, or other
unfriendly military action or sometimes by serious threat of or
preparation for such action) ([ha[ country was said [o be
guilty of ~) 3 : a form of psychobiologic energy, either in-
nate or arising in response to or inrens~fied by trustration,
which may be manifested by (1) overt destruction, fighting,
infliction of pain, sexual attack, or forcible seizure, (2) covert
hostile attitudes, covetousness, or geed, (3) introjection into
one's self (as self-hate or masochism), (4) sublimation into
play or sports, or (5) healthy self-assertiveness or a drive to
accomplishment or to mastery esp, of skills
8g•gY05•SiVe \-esiv, -ev\ adj 1 8 ;tending toward, charac-
terized by, or practicing aggression (her ~ behavior) (an
nation) b :marked by combative readiness or bold deter-
mination :not conciliatory t mu[.rtgN'r (an ~ fighter)
2 a :marked by driving forceful energy, ambition, or initia-
hVC 7 ENTERPRISING <an ~ salesman) (~ leadership)
b :marked. by obtrusive energy and self-assertiveness : de-
manding or attracting 8LL0IIIIOII ;SELF-CONFIDENT (swagper-
ine, blatant, and idiotically ~ vulgarity —George du Maurier)
3 8 : promoting or accessory to aggression in predaceous ani-
mals (as insects) esp. by concealment or disguise <an ~ trait)
b bot ;spreading with vigor (~ weeds) e :chemically activs
(~ waters) d :tending or able [o utilize a variety of habitats

able [o encroach on occupied areas ;variable and adaptable
— used of organisms and lard (an extremely ~ subspecies)
SyII MILITANT, ASSERTIVE, SELF-ASSERTIVE, PUSHiN6, PUSHFUL:
nccaessrve may apply either to zealous loyalty to causes or to
personal ambitions andaims; it suggests forceful and confident
procedures and attitudes, sometimes truculent contentiousness
or cavalier treatment of others (positive in his convictions,
aRKressive and imperious, he became a zealot in any cause he
embraced —F.L.Hise) (as intolerant and aggressive as any of
the traditional S&[ii'15[S —C.D.LeWIS~ MILITANT, complimen-
tary except for suggestions of doctrinaire intractability, applies
to Fervent, resolute, devoted furthering of a cause (the militant
su[fragist nuisance —Rose Macaulay) (militnnt in fighting to
get for workers a larger share of the national income —Time]
ASSERTIVE Su~geStS bold self-confidence and determination in
expression of opinion (an assertive, opinionated, likable fel-
low, ready to fight, drink, dance, shoot, or brag —V.L.
Parrington) (to say, with some challenGing assertive people,
that trees are more beautiful than flowers —E.V.Lucas)
SELF-ASSERTIVE, use. uncomplimentary, generally connotes
obtrusive, crass forwardness or brash self-confidence (the
social and political revolt beginning in the new middle class
against the Tory aristocracy found more vigorous expression
in the sell-assertive and ubiquitous. energy of Henry Brougham 
—G.M.Trevelyan) (self-assertive and ill-bred bourgeois —Ed-
mund Wilson) rusHtvG and p[7sxFu~ may praise by indicating
ambition, energy, and enterprise (an energetic, pushing youth,
already intent on getting on in the world —Sherwood Ander-
son) (the pushful energetic man of business—Aldous Huxley)
or blame by indicating snobbish or crude intrusiveness (a

. pushing sort, forever exposing themselves to the slights arising
from their own undesirability —Mary Austin) (ignorant,
pushlu(, impatient of restraint and precedent—H.L.Meneken)
aggr¢55iVely ddv : in an aggressive manner
ag.gres.sive•ness or ag•gres•sivi•ty ~a,gre'sivad•'e, ,a,~-~
n -es :the quality or state of being aggressive : pccReSs~oH
ag•gres•sox \a'gresa(r), a'-also -,so(a)r or -6 (a)\ n -s [LL, fr. L
aRSressus f -or] 1 : one that commits or practices aggres-
sion; esp : a nation [hat commits an act of aggression (eco-
nomic insecurity and poverty ...breed conflict and give ~s
their chance —E.R.S[ettinius) 2 0 : a military force organ-
ized, trained, and deployed to act as the enemy during a field
problem or in maneuvers b : a member of such a force
ag•grievance \a'grevan(t)s also a'-\ n -s [ME agrevaunce,
fr. MF agrevance, fr. agrever t -ante] ; ca~evnNce
8g•~xieve \a'grev also a'-\ Yt -ED~-ING~-S [ME agreven, fr.
MF agrever, fr. L aggra~are to make heavy —more at no-
GRAVATG] L 7 LO dive pain, sorrow, or trouble [O : GR7EVE~
DISTRESS (I was aggrieved i[ did not include so notable a plant
—Andrew Young) 2 : to inflict injury Up0[I :OPPRESS.
w2oNc~ (provisions should be made for recourse to the courts
by parties who may be aggrieved by such orders—S.T.Powell)
5Yn see waoNc
aggrieved adj [ME agreved, fr. past par[. of aRreven]
1 : troubled or distressed in spirit <he spoke like one ~j
2 a ;showing grief, injury, or offense (did not understand
the ~ attitude of the mate —Joseph Conrad) b :having
a grievance; specif :suffering from an infringement or denial
of legal rights (compensation paid to the ~ party) — ag-
grieved•ly \-v5dle, -li\ adv
ag•gxoup \a'grup, a'-\ vt -E~/-tNc/-5 [F agrouper, fr. a- (fr. L
ad-) t 8roupe group —more at cROUr] : to arrange in a group
(were wed near the center of the square) — 3g•gt'oup•IriOIIt
n -s
ag•giy beld also ag•gxi bead \'agre-\ n [of African origini
akin to Hausa gnri snail shell used as an ornament, Twi
agyiratwef3, a weight of gold, gyirapaw, a charm] : a varie-
gated glass bead found buried in the earth in Ghana and in
England
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AGlgBE8S,
Libcllcr laboun to aggrcac, 1676W,Row S tfil. I lai/, A rlo-
Liog.xth8qBl361 Hc did (u'hc couldl rggErc Mr JucE
Shrrp's grqt painr ud lrav.lr for thc good of the Kirk.
6. To allege is a gri€vance i to charge.

. a rb EEtrla Pa|. az6 lllalliw.\ Ncirhcr dyd I cucr put
in qu6lion yf I shouldc do you righr, $ you eppcm to
"Tl'$l ro"a, heap. (Perh. confused with latcr Ft.
agz[gcr =L. aggrt,qdrc. The Latin is a,gtrat irat.)

r5t3 DouoreszElarr'r xr, vii. rrr Aggrcgcingon him whith
and rulicc hrgc.

qJ A.gSxego sccms to have bcen obr in llng.
a r5oo, though retained inScotland. ln t.<94 it was
so unknown that Tottel changcd Lydgate's ap'r,g
in the following passage to agrtgol4 quite a dilfer-
crrt word. So in mod. Fr, agrlger is treated es thc
equil,alent of L. agrz-gart.

c 4go Lvoo, Behan rrr. rx, Somc tongc:. . Whan rhcy pcr.
ccyuc rhat r Drincc is mcvcd 'fo agrcg hys yre do thcir bury
curc [c</. r5g4 l'agngatc hi* yrc do rheir buny curc]
t Aggro'er, rd . O I s. lrd. L. aggrts.rrr an attack,

f, agridi to epproacb, attack : sce Accnrss a]
Attack, aggression.

t&78 Htua Pleat d Craut xv.(T.\ Not only to mutual dc.
fcncc, but rlso to bc sisting to cach otlrcr in thcir military
agg6s upoD othcn 1698 J. Noanrs ,/Dzsl. Disc. [Y,383
Upon the vcqr fint Aggrei. -

Aggrees (io lttr.) obs, variant of C)cnBsg.
Agg"rit'rr (ngre's), zt. lt' Ft. aggrurc.r (Cotgr.)

ea,rlier agrcttcr, ad. mcd. and ?lete L- aggrcttdrt,
freq. o{ aggnrl-i to approach, attack, f. di lo, al+
gra,/-i to march, step.l- tl. inlr.'l'o approaib, marchlforrvinl. O/s.

ctg6Can&1rrin llul, Dodrl, lV. r7z Bchold, I *c him
no* aggtm, Aod cntcr inro placc
e, E?;:-fi';ilJ '"-Jit""i ; to s€t upon ; 'to

comDit thc first act of violcncc; .to bcgi[ the

tr An
Lv.t-,.

thcir sEicnt
t, xliv, fic snd drift is

ofcumoo

and insuh mult

(igre'siv),a. If.
Accnrss z.) +

L.aggrcrs- ppl.
:.lvt. Cf. mod,

182

rcting aggrcsrivcly agdnsr uy othcr pow* 163 Mrn
Rclrrtr8l, Ga', 3S/r What rhsn pnvcnis thc lmc fpwcn
frcm bcing cxcrtcd aggrcsivcly ? r$c Sruecu 'Dr'r,t'r
Htlalcqing l. r, ix. t16 T*o genilcmcn of rn rggtelvcly
arllslrq rpPCanoca
Aggtcreivcucli (igre'siyncs), [f. AooBtssr vE
+-x8rrs.l The quality of bcing aggrelsiVe; tbe
dLsoosition to attack othcrs.

INor in Cnrrc fitt,l tpe &ailklr O rYa, No, r. zr To
sccurc Eurcpc from thc instiablc sggrcsivcns of Tnne
r&lr Messr Carlyk in tVum. Itlng. XLV. r54 Hir far.
lcrqcrs and rggrsivcncs in rpccch.
Aggr-eercr (ngre'.a$. fz, L. aggrcsnr n. oI

a,renl, {.agr.di; see AocBEssz.i cf. Fr, agzrscul.
r6th c. in Littrd.l lIe who s€ts upon, atiacks, or
assails anothcr; he who makes lhc fiIst ettaik, or
lakes the first step in provoking a quarrel.
[Not in Corcr 16rr-5o. who rcndcn Fr, qgE/csu4 ansilcr or sultcr, hcc thtt givcs rhc on*t, c finr'laycs

hands on his ucappn, todoanothcrviolcncc,! rG26 Prrurs,
Agptitour, rn sqilcrbf anqtftcr, e bcginncr of a bulincs
1604 Burxetrr. !lfo/.'l Ulolid r55 To dcfcnd thcn*lvcs,
or thtir Fricnds. from anv uniust Aiccsx r*t Lnd-
6ar mmmdccxiiiA the f,nnih wcri-rhe finr Aier'ss,
by rizing all thc Boatr 1768 Brrcrsros: Coutn, l.zgs
Ho may attacl ud EiF t-hc pro#rty oIrhc ig-grwr natiori.
r83r Mlrrorrl llaly.i. qq Thc Austrian wr rhc eggrcur.r

.+Agfrgs.to)ra?, 'Obt. A diiease of thc tail
lcathers ol hewks.
i1# AI, St. Allnat iv, Whan yc r yorir halki bunc hir

fctc wyrh hir bthc: and pullyrh hcr riylc thcnnc rhc h.irh
rhc sg3retclm [In Prrrlrrc, ]larrev, urd Asr, wirh mcrc
rcfcrcne to thc forcgoiog pasugc,t : ' r ':

ll Ag8ri : s.e AccRy.

AG.rAST,
Surrw zl,rid rr (R.) AId gut gods rtc egjrcutd wirh
out lown. 4n t, Eullhgr't DctZla (t59al g6r Agcucd
et, c ahrncd of thc thing tbar rhcy baoc dons
?. Injured or wrouqcd in orie's riehts, relationE

or porition; injoriouily iffectcd bithe iction of
any one ; having causc of grief or offencq baving a
grievance (ar, dy).
tst M^tbvE !r,P/,Tam|yr.ri,t Rrot\crCcc,l fi ndm}

slfagricvcd. r6{i IU r lrof, ,iuaa (r8s r I ii. z s Thi rtricvid
pcmn shdl de morc menlv. to bt cirrurdiw ud sil-
guler in cleyminl rhc due iirht vhetcof hc ir frurntcd.
tTgpCowett llial r. zsz lrlym-orhg, bc adviscd, ud rhoulh
lggticvcd Ycr paricnt,-' !8loT, LEiv|N /rys.Bnt 6r Thc
Briloro wcrc * nuch rhc rmricvcd * rhc acll.sivc urtv.
rSTo.Bowex lorr'r ix. zqtTl-e Catholia hrd-i rietrr rL t lt
lggii€vcd tlEt th* lais should bc pmirtcd ro-mein in
rhc statutc bool.
f 8. Injured physicelly; hurt, africtcd. Olr.
itrs BaAoLl:y fam.. Dicl. sv. J'y'rza, Rub ud chalc it

upon thc a8gricved plrcc. tdr F.Pon Chinrz- lVk,ll.
218 Whar diordqc ihc egeriivid Frrr is mrurelly lidrlc to.
f 4. Aggtavated, exCggerated.. Olr.
ry\ MoeE R ichl. Il.1,Wlir 552,61 Smal nrurcn agruid

'wrth hcrnourc ntme< tgggMynart lr Mat.,Cl* ttL r
Aggrcued w-d alrc thi! lartcr ofrcocc, Vith fo-mrr mlltrr.
tAgg:rie'vetheaa. Obr. rart. [l prec.+

-IestJ,, 'l'bc quality orstatc of_b€ing aggrieved;
tie leeling ol injDry causinq grief.

1946 Crrrw it, lt*itlc't Triil-o/ Ilritt xiiir 231 Ttrough
this agfreucdna5, rhe EruFll lrcjt cnsscth.'
Aggxievemeut (igri'vm[nt). tart, lf. Ac-

cnlEvr, z.r. + .UENT afler intndmcnt, elc.l Thc aa.
tion of aggrieving; aggrievancc.

rQ7 Mr- Gore Citrk'-ii ri i/ll, i. sWhctht Sir Robcrt
$cna- to thc grqvc awlre or unrwsc of thc bittcmru of his
aggncvcmcnK
Aggneving (igrivij), ubl.$. lI. AccRIZvt+

-txol.] The bringing of grief or trouble upoD;
giving cause of troublc to; annoying,

tg,4o Primf, .Paa., Aggruggyngc, ol z.fiouyngc, Aggrc-
l.octot aFEraipDrdt,
Aggrieving (5gri'vig), fy'l. a, ft. as pr€c. +

-It\c -.1 Anrioying, vexing; r'exatious.
rElr Ge x. P. Trorrrur l9rcrr. (t8{2} VI. r Scndint spie

r. widr dircctionr to mal<. .vcry aggricving md wounding
rport vhich rancour cqld dcvi*.
Aggroup (dgrf 'p), u. fa. Fn agroulxJl (t 7th c)

to put into c group i f . d to + grnltr to group, prob.
due to phr. ri gz aizy'a, Would be bctter'spclt a4zozy'.]
trans, To form or orrange in a group or groups ; to
Gtrt;ur. Also inlr, (or r4.) \Ong. a t€rm of art,)

1693 Dnvorr Ati olt Pairtiig I r.32 lR, Tbcy rggrouptE,
rnd contrt cach orhcr in lhc mc nuncr il figurcs do.
d t7a - ll,l Bodic of divcn naruro, vhich u rBsroupcd
(or @mbincd, rogcthcr. a rlo J. Brcwte Dcsigt q Barty
(t768, ro3 Aggroupc thc figurcs hcrc, ud rhcrc opport, .

Aggroapeil (igrn pt), ly'l. a. (f. pr€c. + -ED.J
Arranged in a group,: groupcd,
rt6f R, F, Bvvq Da.Aiac I. zrq Thc King.ud Fanti

ondgc tbio !t@d aggroupcd ro tha wd of rhc squrc
Aggroupacnt (igrn pmirrt). Al"o ic.-. . [f'

Acoxour z;+ -uENrJ Arrangement in a group.or
grouPs,

t&z Arl Jril.
df rhc bmrdcart

Junc r-1o fic timi is sunscr, ud thc ro
is in shadc. rt64 Wrrnr,

Agtonlaotl.
rctwkablc end
urtdcr thir rcrn

agSroupmcnl qr formlioD
A nnt 4 Anac iii. 1z Thc

.t a. Obr. iarci rlso 6 qnnidge,
Pg' r i) + GRi'DcE.l To gmmble,

t+.F P ft o t . P(fl '. I Ag gru ggyngc, or a'Bmyngs,{Bzd.
laap. attravankrl.

ll Aggpy, uggli. A u'ond of uuknowa origin and
meanini, ipPlitd to coloured and veriegeted gli-ts
beads of ancient manufacttrE, found. buried in tbc
ground in Africa ; thcy closely resemble ihe g/arz
ruidw' or tdder stonc of lhe Britons. .

rlio Bo*orcr lliriqt '!o A inxter $7 Thd wicgetcd
snti of rhc agRry bradt arc rc fimly unilcd end p imp<r-
ccptibly blcndcd, rhat thc pcrfcdioh *cms sFriq to l(
Gt6 l'int, Hctald o Dcc a5 lgary btads.. uc.supporcd
obc of rncicnt Erjiptian mino(rrorc .r88rJ.E Prucria
Alhwunt rr Mai :zrl Whcn thc Rorus eopicd thc
country lBritein|, rf,cy. broughr with rhcm may..tfriro
shve who worc ncllacs with eggri b..dr rtuchcd
Agh, agho, obs. forms of .Lwg and of OwB.
Agho, variant of Aca.
eiUart (igq rt), ry'l. a. Forms I 3-6 qiag 6-

Bgbsst, [Pa. pplc, of AcAsi 2,. to frightcn, aflright.
The.fuller Acesrro is qlso found. Cf. ,fdrr, (ti.cf ),
ruslcd. Tbc unetymological ipelling with g,1'ap
pcars first io ticotch,r t1:5 (probably influenccd bt
ghul, .qhaiil, ghosl\; it bcceme genefitl lfrer I 7oo.]
L Aflrighted, frigbtened, tcrriticd, dry'. in.mod.
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Speaker Lyons:  "Good morning, Illinois.  The Illinois House of 

Representatives will come to order.  Members are asked to 

please be at their desks.  We shall be led in prayer today 

by Lee Crawford, the pastor of the Cathedral of Praise 

Christian Center in Springfield.  Members and our guests 

are asked to refrain from starting their laptops and to 

turn off all cell phones and pagers and rise for the 

invocation and for the Pledge of Allegiance.  Lee 

Crawford." 

Pastor Crawford:  "Let us pray.  Most gracious and most 

sovereign God, who art the giver and sustainer of our 

lives.  We pray this day that You would bestow Your most 

choice blessings upon this House of Representatives. 

Father, I pray that You would grant them wisdom, that You 

would grant them strength to do what You have called them 

to do.  I pray that this day during these most challenging 

and even intense times that they will not lean toward their 

own understanding, but Father, rather they will lean and 

depend upon You.  Father, I pray this day for spirit of 

compromise.  I pray for spirit of unity.  I pray for spirit 

of commitment, commitment to do what is good and what is 

fair and what is just in Your sight and in what is the best 

interest of this great State of Illinois.  We ask this in 

Your Son's name.  Amen." 

Speaker Lyons:  "We'll be led in the Pledge of Allegiance by 

Representative Tom Holbrook." 

Holbrook - et al:  "I pledge allegiance to the flag of the 

United States of America and to the republic for which it 
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those…  All those in favor of the Bill should vote 'yes'; 

all those opposed vote 'no'.  The voting is open.  Have all 

voted who wish?  Have all voted who wish?  Have all voted 

who wish?  Mr. Clerk, take the record.  On this Bill, 

there's 113 Members voting 'yes', 0 voting 'no'.  This 

Bill, having received the Constitutional Majority, is 

hereby declared passed.  Representative Kathy Ryg, you have 

Senate Bill 2400.  What's the status of that Bill, Mr. 

Clerk?" 

Clerk Bolin:  "Senate Bill 2400, the Bill's been read a second 

time, previously.  Amendment #1 was adopted in committee. 

Floor Amendment #2, offered by Representative Ryg, has been 

approved for consideration." 

Speaker Lyons:  "Representative Ryg on the Floor Amendment." 

Ryg:  "Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  The Floor Amendment guts and 

replaces to become the Bill.  It provides for a technical 

correction and removes the Home Rule preemption because the 

Bill no longer applies to public agencies." 

Speaker Lyons:  "There any discussion on the Amendment?  Seeing 

none, all those in favor signify by saying 'yes'; those 

opposed say 'no'.  In the opinion of the Chair, the 'ayes' 

have it.  And the Amendment is adopted.  Anything further, 

Mr. Clerk?" 

Clerk Bolin:  "No further Amendments.  No Motions filed." 

Speaker Lyons:  "Third Reading.  And read the Bill, Mr. Clerk." 

Clerk Bolin:  "Senate Bill 2400, a Bill for an Act concerning 

health.  Third Reading of this Senate Bill." 

Speaker Lyons:  "The Chair recognizes the Lady from Lake, 

Representative Kathy Ryg." 
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Ryg:  "Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the 

House.  Senate Bill 2400 creates the Biometric Information 

Privacy Act which will be applicable to private entities 

doing business in Illinois.  It sets collection and 

retention standards while prohibiting the sale of biometric 

information.  It provides exemptions as necessary for 

hospitals, organ donation efforts, licensed fingerprint 

vendors working with State Police doing background checks 

and private subcontractors working for a state or a local 

unit of government and banks that are covered under Federal 

Law.  State and local government use of biometrics will be 

covered through the establishment of a study committee with 

key government stakeholders to review current policies and 

practices and make recommendations for improvement by 

January 2009.  This Bill is especially important because 

one of the companies that has been piloted in Illinois, Pay 

By Touch, is the largest fingerprint scan system in 

Illinois and they have recently filed for bankruptcy and 

wholly stopped providing verification services in March of 

2008.  This pullout leaves thousands of customers from 

Albertson's, Cub Foods, Farm Fresh, Jewel Osco, Shell, and 

Sunflower Market wondering what will become of their 

biometric and financial data.  The California Bankruptcy 

Court recently approved the sale of their Pay By Touch 

database.  So, we are in very serious need of protections 

for the citizens of Illinois when it comes to biometric 

information.  I know of no opposition to the legislation 

and I'll attempt to answer any questions." 
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Speaker Lyons:  "Is there any discussion?  Seeing none, the 

question is, 'Should Senate Bill 2400 pass?'  All those in 

favor signify by voting 'yes'; those opposed vote 'no'. 

The voting is open.  Have all voted who wish?  Have all 

voted who wish?  Have all voted who wish?  Mr. Clerk, take 

the record.  On this Bill, there are 113 Members voting 

'yes', 0 voting 'no'.  This Bill, having received the 

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed. 

Representative Bill Black, you have Senate Bill 2413. 

What's the status of that Bill, Mr. Clerk?" 

Clerk Bolin:  "Senate Bill 2413, the Bill has been read a second 

time, previously.  Amendment #1 was adopted in committee. 

No Floor Amendments.  No Motions are filed." 

Speaker Lyons:  "Third Reading.  Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk." 

Clerk Bolin:  "Senate Bill 2413, a Bill for an Act concerning 

education.  Third Reading of this Senate Bill." 

Speaker Lyons:  "The Gentleman from Vermilion, Representative 

Bill Black." 

Black:  "Thank you very… thank you very much, Mr. Speaker and 

Ladies and Gentlemen of the House.  There's no registration 

fee in this Bill, whatsoever.  It's identical to House Bill 

5074 that passed the House 109 to 0.  It's a request from 

the Illinois Community College Board.  When we changed 

their term of office, they had to have staggered terms and 

then they were sworn in at a different time than any other 

elected official.  They've now caught up with their 

staggered terms and all they're asking for is that they go 

back to being sworn in within fourteen (14) days after the 
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